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Abstract
Energy efficiency in all aspects of human life has become a major concern, due to its
significant environmental impact as well as its economic importance. Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) plays a dual role in this; not only does it constitute
a major consumer itself (estimated 2-10% of the global consumption), but is also ex-
pected to enable global energy efficiency through new technologies tightly dependent on
networks (smart grid, smart homes, cloud computing etc.). To this purpose, this work
studies the problem of energy efficiency in wired networks. As this subject has recently
become very active in the research community, there is parallel research towards several
research directions. In this work, the problem is being examined from its foundations
and a solid analytical approach is presented.
Specifically, a network model based on G-network queuing theory is built, which
can incorporate all the important parameters of power consumption together with tra-
ditional performance metrics and routing control capability. This generalized model
can be applied for any network case to build optimization algorithms and estimate the
performance of different policies and network designs. Composite optimization goals
functions are proposed, comprising both power consumption and performance metrics.
A gradient descent optimization algorithm that can run in O(N3) time complexity is
built thereof. Using power consumption characteristics of current and future equipment,
several case studies are presented and the optimization results are evaluated. Moreover,
a faster gradient-descent based heuristic and a decentralized algorithm are proposed.
Apart from the routing control analysis, the case of a harsher energy saving solution,
namely turning off the networking equipment, is also experimentally explored. Applying
a tradeoff study on a laboratory testbed, implementation challenges are identified and
conclusions significant for future work are drawn. Finally, a novel admission control
mechanism is proposed and experimentally evaluated, which can monitor and manage
the power consumption and performance of a network.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation and objectives
The power consumption of Information and Telecommunication Technology (ICT) has
become a major issue in the last few years. According to some studies, ICT covers 2-4%
of the global energy consumption, while this figure rises up to 10% when considering
only developed countries like the United Kingdom. Surprisingly, the CO2 emissions of
ICT are almost equivalent to the emissions of the aviation industry and are reported to
double every 5 years [16]. As shown in Figure 1.1, among the other sectors of ICT, the
communication networks consume around 25% of the ICT power consumption. This
figure rises further, when one takes into consideration that a significant percentage of
the power consumed within datacenters is due to their own communication network.
Moreover, the communication networks play a complex role in the global energy
consumption. They can offer an alternative to land and air travel as people start to rely
heavily on videoconferencing, or through the massive use of e-commerce, e-learning or
even e-work. New energy saving technologies like smart grids, smart homes and cloud
computing, depend on communication networks and impose additional traffic in the
network. Hence, not only does ICT constitute a major power consumer itself, but it is
also responsible to enable and support the reduction of the global energy and carbon
emissions.
Apart from the ”green” aspect of the reduction of ICT energy consumption, the
economic aspect is also very important. Internet service providers, data centers, edu-
cational and research organizations, banks, industries as well as customers have huge
energy costs for their ICT needs. Even a fraction of energy savings can lead to ma-
jor economic savings, significant not only for the industries but also to the countries
and the end customers themselves. Therefore, it is widely understood that research in
communication networks should extend to energy saving solutions.
Today’s networks are designed and provisioned to sustain peak time demands and
are operated at full capacity at all times. Moreover, a network is usually built with
increased redundancy in order to endure potential failures or sudden bursts. Thus, the
conventional goal of network architectures and protocols is to provide reliability and to
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Figure 1.1: Predicted carbon emissions per ICT sector for the year 2020 [78]
attempt to reduce delays and packet losses in a way that guarantees quality of service
(QoS) provided. These principles of overprovisioning and operating at maximum capac-
ity at all times are intrinsically opposed to energy efficiency and reveal the opportunity
for large energy savings.
The motivation of this work is to examine this novel requirement in network operation
and introduce the parameter of energy efficiency in the network service objectives. Since
this research subject has only arisen the last couple of years, there is so far no systematic
solution. Moreover, as there is parallel research work in other aspects of the problem,
such as in the hardware and component level, one needs to be aware of the possible
future directions and trends.
In this context, this work studies the problem of energy efficiency in wired communi-
cation networks. The parameter that constraints the arbitrary energy efficient tuning
of networks is of course the quality of the provided service. Using queuing network
analysis, a very useful tool for evaluating the performance of packet networks, a model
capturing all the important parameters is built and optimization algorithms are pro-
posed. Moreover, utilizing the PC-based laboratory network located in the Intelligent
Systems and Networks group in Imperial College London, experiments are performed
to evaluate the proposed mechanisms.
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1.2 Contributions
Firstly, the novel research area of energy efficiency in wired networks is reviewed and
research directions are identified and categorized. The research problem of network
routing control as a means of reducing energy consumption while still remaining aware
of QoS considerations is identified. As a first step, we have managed to formalize a
theoretical framework which can reflect all the important parameters and can enable
the design of optimization algorithms. Thus, the developed model allows us to represent
the QoS and power consumption as well as the effect of the control and represents the
traffic equations in closed form. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the
first attempt to build a network model on energy efficient routing control under QoS
considerations and present an analytical approach to the problem using queuing theory.
Moreover, the usage of composite optimization goals is proposed, comprising both
of power consumption and QoS metrics. Using the network model, a gradient descent
optimization algorithm is built, which can run in O(N3) time complexity in order to
optimize the composite cost function. Based on power consumption characteristics of
current and predicted future networking equipment, several case studies are presented
with different optimization goals. The optimization results are evaluated and faster
gradient-descent based heuristic algorithms are proposed.
Next, the possibility of harsher energy saving solutions, namely turning off network
devices, is experimentally examined. A tradeoff study between delay and energy savings
by turning off devices is presented. Finally, a novel energy aware admission control
mechanism is proposed and evaluated. This mechanism is responsible to monitor and
manage the network in an energy efficient way while still respecting users’ QoS needs.
1.3 Thesis outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the background
work related to queuing networks and specifically G-networks is reviewed, and a survey
on recent work in energy efficiency of communication networks is presented. In Chap-
ter 3, the developed network model is presented, which is based on G-networks with
triggered customer movement. The optimization problem is built and composite opti-
mization goals are proposed. Moreover, a gradient descent based optimization algorithm
is designed. In Chapter 4, the proposed model is applied in a real network and the
results of the optimization algorithm for different case studies are examined, based on
various power consumption characteristics of the nodes and different optimization ob-
jectives. A faster heuristic and a distributed approach are also explored and compared.
In Chapter 5, the case of turning off devices is examined and the tradeoff between the
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delay and packet loss and network power consumption are experimentally explored. In
Chapter 6, the use of an energy aware admission control mechanism is proposed and
experimental results in the laboratory testbed are presented. Finally, Chapter 7 con-
cludes this work and discusses future directions towards energy efficient communication
networks.
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2 Background theory
2.1 Introduction
This chapter attempts to briefly yet comprehensively present the existing and back-
ground research, which is related both on the theoretical and the practical aspects of
this work. Thus, the contribution of this chapter is twofold: Firstly, the theory of queu-
ing networks and specifically G-networks, on which the network model of Chapter 3 is
based, is reviewed. Secondly, the background work on traditional control requirements
in communication networks is discussed and a survey on the recent and ongoing research
of the relatively novel subject of energy efficiency in wired networks is presented. The
chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.2, a review of the queuing networks and
G-networks theory is presented along with the mathematical model and significant ex-
tensions. Literature on the traditional problem of applying control in networks in order
to improve Quality of Service (QoS) is examined in Section 2.3. Following, in Section
2.4, is a review of recent work on the new requirement of energy efficiency in networks,
classified according to different research directions and goals. The chapter concludes in
Section 2.5.
2.2 Queuing theory
In this section, the G-network theory is presented, which is used in the network model of
Chapter 3. This section starts with the basic theory of queuing systems and is followed
by the G-network theory.
2.2.1 Basic queuing theory
A queuing system can be described as customers arriving for service, waiting for service
and leaving after being served. The term ’customer’ is used in a general sense and differs
in each application. In the context of communication networks it usually represents the
unit of information or packet. A queuing process is described by a series of symbols
such as A/B/X/Y/Z, where A represents the interarrival time distribution and B the
probability distribution of the service times. For example, M is Markovian-Poisson for
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the arrival process or Exponential for the service time, D is deterministic, G stands for
General and GI for General and Independent arrival process. X represents the number
of parallel servers, Y the capacity of the waiting queue and Z the queue discipline [56].
Denoting the average rate of customers entering the queuing system as λ and the
average rate of serving customers as µ, a measure of traffic congestion for 1-server
systems is ρ = λ/µ. It turns out that for steady-state results to exist, ρ must be strictly
less than one. What is usually interesting in solving queuing models is to find the
probability distribution for the total number of customers in the system at time t, N(t),
which consists of the number of customers in queue Nq(t) plus those currently receiving
service Ns(t). Let pn(t) = Pr{N(t) = n} and pn = limt→∞ Pr{N(t) = n} in the steady
state. The expected value of customers in the system is
L = E[N ] =
∞∑
n=0
npn (2.1)
One of the most powerful relationships in queuing theory developed by John Little
relates the steady state mean number of customers in the system L to the average
waiting time as follows
L = λT (2.2)
where T = E[W ] and W represents the total time a customer spends in the system,
including waiting in queue Wq and in service Ws = 1/µ [56].
The simplest queuing system, the M/M/1 system (with FIFO service) consists of a
single server, and an infinite waiting line. The customer interarrival times are i.i.d.
and exponentially distributed with some parameter λ and the customer service times
are also i.i.d. and exponentially distributed with some parameter µ. In general, the
M/M/1 queue leads to easier calculated quantities of interest of the queuing system,
thus the sequel will focus on M/M/1 queues.
Performance metrics of M/M/1 queue
M/M/1 queue is the simplest Markovian queue which has only a single server and
infinite buffer. The two ’M’s refer to the fact that the arrivals are Poisson distributed
with a mean rate λ and the interarrival times are exponential with mean 1/µ, where
λ < µ⇒ ρ < 1 to guarantee stability.
One is mainly interested in steady state solutions, where the system after a long
running time tends to reach a stable state. The steady state probabilities of the M/M/1
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markov chain are given by
p0 = 1− ρ (2.3)
pn = ρ
n(1− ρ) (2.4)
Some significant performance metrics for M/M/1 queue are as follows:
i) Utilization
The utilization gives the fraction of time that the server is busy. In the M/M/1 case
this is simply the complementary event to the case where the system is empty. The
utilization can be seen as the steady state probability that the system is not empty at
any time in the steady state, thus
Utilization = 1− p0 = ρ (2.5)
ii) Mean number of customers in the system
The average number of customers in the system is given by
L = E[N ] =
∞∑
n=0
npn =
ρ
1− ρ (2.6)
iii) Mean response time
The mean response time T is the average time a customer spends in the system, i.e. the
time that a customer spends in the queue as well as the time that customer spends at
the server. By applying Little’s law
T =
L
λ
=
1
µ− λ (2.7)
iv) Packet loss
Together with the above described metrics, in communication networks it is useful to
also estimate the probability of packet loss. The M/M/1 queue model assumes an
infinite buffer, and thus zero packet loss. However, the probability that the system has
K or more customers can be used as an approximation of packet loss. It is implied that
this probability equals the probability of a congested queue and if a customer arrives to
such a system it will be lost. The probability that the system has K or more customers
Pr[N > K], and thus the approximated probability of loss Ploss is given by
Ploss = Pr[N > K] = 1−Pr[N ≤ K] = 1−
K∑
n=0
pn = 1−(1−ρ)1− ρ
K+1
1− ρ = ρ
K+1 (2.8)
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Jackson networks
Jackson network refers to a general network system of queues where customers can
arrive from the outside at any node i according to a Poisson process with rate λ(i)
and the service rates are exponential with mean µ(i). When customers finish service at
node i, they move to anther node j with probability p(i, j) or leave the network upon
completion of service with probability p(i, 0). The total arrival rate of the ith queue is
Λ(i) = λ(i) +
n∑
j=1
Λ(j)p(j, i) (2.9)
Defining ρ = Λ(i)/µ(i) Jackson showed that the steady state solution for this system is
pk = pk1,k2,..,kn = (1− ρ1)ρk11 (1− ρ2)ρk22 ..(1− ρn)ρknn =
n∏
i=1
pki (2.10)
This result says that the network acts as if each node was an isolated M/M/1 queue
with external arrivals equal to the total arrivals expressed in equation 2.9. Even if
the internal flows might not really be Poisson, this relationship holds for the network
behavior. This very useful feature is described as product form solution for the system.
2.2.2 G-Networks
G-Networks were initially inspired by neural networks. In the random neural network
(RNN) model presented in [38], signals can be positive, representing excitatory spikes, or
negative, representing inhibitory spikes. A positive spike arriving at a neuron increases
its potential by one, while a negative spike arriving at a neuron reduces its potential by
one, if its potential is positive, or has no effect, if it is zero. When the potential of a
neuron is positive, it can send positive or negative signals at random intervals to other
neurons or to outside the network, and in the process it reduces its own potential by
one. This model was proved to have product form solution leading to simple analytical
expressions for the steady state.
The analogy of this model to a packet queuing network, led to the extension of the
RNN model into queuing networks [39] and the concept of G-networks as a unifying
model for neural and queuing networks was born. In the queuing network analogy, a
node is the equivalent of a neuron. Positive and negative customers traveling in the
network correspond to exhibition and inhibition signals which increase or decrease the
potential of a neuron, in the same way as a positive and a negative customer increases
or decreases the queue length respectively [43].
The simplest instance of G-networks, describes an open network of n queues with
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i.i.d. exponential service times µ(1), ..µ(n). In this network, two types of customers
exist: positive customers with Poisson external arrivals to the ith queue of rate λ+(i),
and negative customers with Poisson external arrivals of rate λ−(i) to the ith queue. A
positive customer is the normal customer that adds 1 to the queue length and travels
through the network until arriving at its destination, where it exits the network. On
the other hand, a negative customer arriving at queue i reduces by 1 the length of
this queue, if the queue is non empty, and it disappears. In case the queue is empty
the negative customer has no effect and just disappears. Thus, negative customers
’cancel’ or ’delete’ a positive customer and do not receive service themselves. Note that
a positive customer leaving queue i after finishing service can join the queue of node j
as a positive customer, with probability p+(i, j), or can head for node j as a negative
customer p−(i, j). It can also depart from the network with probability d(i). Thus,∑
j(p
+(i, j) + p−(i, j)) + d(i) = 1. The traffic equations are given by
Λ+(i) = λ+(i) +
∑
j
qjµ(j)p
+(j, i) (2.11)
Λ−(i) = λ−(i) +
∑
j
qjµ(j)p
−(j, i) (2.12)
where
qi =
Λ+(i)
µ(i) + Λ−(i)
(2.13)
These traffic equations are nonlinear, however it has been proved [39] that there exists
a unique solution and the stationary probability distribution has the product form
p(k) =
n∏
i=1
(1− qi)qkii (2.14)
where k = (k1, .., kn) is the vector of queue lengths and qi < 1 for i = 1, .., n.
Extensions
Starting from this model with positive and negative customers, several extensions were
developed. In [41], the case where the negative customers can carry out batch customer
removal is presented. In contrast with the simple case, this extension allows the negative
customer to delete one or more positive customers of the queue, thus deleting a batch of
customers of random size. If the current queue length is less than the batch size, then
queue is emptied.
Many applications of G-networks have been presented since they were introduced. An
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early novel application was in the generation of image texture [7]. Other applications
include minimum graph covering [48] and other combinatorial optimization problems
[43], as well as modeling of defective parts in a flow system [33]. More recent publications
present applications to gene regulatory networks [45] and extensions to chemical reaction
networks [46]. Several applications inspired by the initial neural network model include
resource allocation optimization [55] and the Cognitive Packet Network (CPN) routing
algorithm [44, 82].
In another extension [40], the concept of triggered customer movement in G-networks
is introduced. In this case, a negative customer arriving at a non empty queue i may
reduce the queue length by one with probability d(i), or may trigger the instantaneous
passage of a customer to another queue j with probability q(i, j). In this case
∑
j q(i, j)+
d(i) = 1. The traffic equations in this case become
Λ+(i) = λ+(i) +
∑
j
qjµ(j)p
+(j, i) +
∑
j
qjΛ
−(j)q(j, i) (2.15)
Λ−(i) = λ−(i) +
∑
j
qjµ(j)p
−(j, i) (2.16)
where
qi =
Λ+(i)
µ(i) + Λ−(i)
(2.17)
This model is very useful for applications where a control mechanism exists that may
decide the displacement of tasks from one node to another. The case of multiple classes
of both positive customers and signals has also been studied in [32, 49].
The model used in Chapter 3 is a special case of G-Networks with multiple classes
of signals and positive customers. Thus, the results of the original model [32, 49] are
presented in detail in the following section.
2.2.3 G-Networks with multiple classes of signals and positive
customers
First consider a network with an arbitrary number n of queues. This model includes
a set of positive customer classes U and a set of negative customer (signal) classes S.
External arrivals streams to the network for both positive customers of some class k ∈ U
and signals of some class l ∈ S are considered as independent Poisson processes. The
external arrival rate of positive customers of class k to queue i are denoted by Λi,k while
the external arrival rate of signals of class m to queue i are denoted by λi,m.
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Only positive customers are served and after service they may change service center,
class, and nature (become negative), or depart from the system.
When a signal arrives in a non-empty queue it selects a positive customer as its
’target’ in the queue, according to the queue discipline at this node. If the queue is
empty, the signal disappears. A negative customer of class m arriving at node i tries to
trigger the movement of a selected customer of some class k and may succeed with some
probability Ki,m,k, or not succeed with probability (1−Ki,m,k). A signal disappears as
soon as it tries to trigger the movement of its targeted customer. Note that this signal
can either be external or obtained by the transformation of a positive customer after it
leaves a queue of the network.
A positive customer of class k leaving queue i after finishing service may
• move to queue j as a positive customer of class l with probability P+[i, j][k, l]
• move to queue j as a negative customer of class m with probability P−[i, j][k,m]
• depart from the network with probability d[i, k]
For all i, k
n∑
j=1
U∑
l=1
P+[i, j][k, l] +
n∑
j=1
S∑
m=1
P−[i, j][k,m] + d[i, k] = 1 (2.18)
All service centers are assumed to have exponential service time distributions and
each class of positive customers may have a distinct service rate rik.
• When the service discipline of the service center is first-in-first-out (FIFO) the
following constraints should be satisfied:
– The service rate and the movement triggering rate due to incoming signals
should satisfy:
rik +
S∑
m=1
Ki,m,kλi,m = ci (2.19)
– For classes of signals m such that
∑n
j=1
∑U
l=1 P
−[j, i][l,m] > 0 all classes of
positive customers a and b should satisfy:
Ki,m,a = Ki,m,b (2.20)
Note that these constraints have the effect of producing a single positive customer
class equivalent for service centers with FIFO discipline. As services are expo-
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nentially distributed, positive customers of a given class are indistinguishable for
movement triggering because of the Markovian property of service time.
• When the service discipline of the service center is processor sharing (PS) the
probability that one positive customer of the queue selected by the arriving signal
is 1/c, if c is the total number of customers in the queue.
It has been proved that the above described network has a product form solution and
the steady state probability that the node i contains one or more positive customers of
class k is given by:
qi,k =
Λi,k + Λ
+
i,k
ri,k +
∑S
m=1Ki,m,k[λi,m + λ
−
i,m]
(2.21)
where Λ+i,k is the internal arrival rate of positive customers of class k at node i and is
given by
Λ+i,k =
n∑
j=1
U∑
l=1
P+[j, i][l, k]rj,lqj,l + +
n∑
j=1
S∑
m=1
U∑
s=1
λj,mKj,m,sqj,sQ[j, i][s, k]
n∑
j=1
U∑
l=1
n∑
h=1
S∑
m=1
U∑
s=1
rj,lqj,lP
−[j, h][l,m]Kh,m,sqh,sQ[h, i][s, k] (2.22)
and λ−i,m is the internal arrival rate of negative customers of class m at node i and is
given by
λ−i,m =
n∑
j=1
U∑
l=1
rj,lqj,lP
−[j, i][l,m] (2.23)
2.3 Control in networks
Internet traditionally runs at a ’best effort’ manner and the dominating idea of the core
of the network is to ’keep it simple’. Moreover, conventional routers and switches lack
the ability to provide QoS guarantees. Traditionally, network operator requirements
are aimed to guarantee stable and reliable data transfer within time limits and avoid
congestion which can cause severe service degradation. So, in order to satisfy specified
user QoS there is the need for additional control on top of the networks.
The problem of finding optimal routes in a packet-switched computer network can
be formulated as a nonlinear multicommodity flow problem. Early analytical work on
the idea of solving this problem in order to reduce a desired cost function, goes back
to the Flow Deviation Method [34]. According to this algorithm, given a feasible path
flow vector and traffic matrix, part of the flow can be shifted to other paths gradually
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based on the minimum first derivative length (MFDL) for each source-destination pair.
Several other optimization algorithms based on MFDL applied to optimal routing are
described in [11]. Apart from optimal routing problems, there has been a lot of research
in flow or congestion control methods which include call blocking, packet discarding and
packet scheduling [11].
In practice, the Internet TCP protocol provides a way to reliable data transfer as
well as flow and congestion control. TCP maintains a congestion window that controls
the number of outstanding unacknowledged data packets in the network and adjusts
its sending rate accordingly, maintaining a low congestion in the network. However, as
the number of on-line applications like audio/video streaming, video conferencing, IP
telephony, medical teleoperation and similar real-time applications is constantly grow-
ing, TCP control mechanisms are not enough as a large percentage of traffic is turning
to UDP. In order to avoid problems due to unfair sharing of the available resources,
fairness and priority need to be guaranteed using additional mechanisms. Thus, a lot of
recent research is also focused on approaches to apply control in the networks in order
to offer and guarantee the desired QoS to the users.
A way to control traffic congestion and guarantee QoS through the lifetime of a con-
nection is admission control (AC). Admission control mechanisms are responsible to
admit or decline the request of a user to enter the network. The new traffic is admitted
in the network if QoS constraints of this user and all current users can be respected.
Depending on the type of the algorithm, the decision is taken according to a priori
set of characteristics and estimations or after probing the network and relying on ac-
tual measurements. The first type of algorithms based on a priori specified parameters
(parameter-based) [64] can rely on peak bandwidth reservation [57] or statistical alloca-
tion [50]. The second category (measurement-based) relies on measurements of actual
traffic load using probe traffic of the size of the user traffic [19, 13], or in a percentage
of the actual traffic, estimating the actual effect on the users QoS of the new traffic
[53, 83].
Other mechanisms preventing congestion rely on network elements such as routers
to detect congestion and inform the sources. There is plenty of literature in active
queue management algorithms, such as Random Early Detection (RED) and variants
or TCP-friendly congestion control schemes as summarized in the surveys [81] and [88].
Multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) traffic engineering can also be used for improving
efficiency of bandwidth resources and ensure desirable path for all traffic [85].
The need for reliable networks offering QoS has also lead to the idea of new, smarter
networks. A smart or self-aware network is a network able to collect data from dis-
tributed points and adaptively take action based on the several QoS objectives of all
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users. For example, Cognitive Packet Network (CPN) [44] is a network designed to per-
form self-improvement based on random neural networks with reinforcement learning,
using a special category of smart packets responsible to discover and distribute network
information.
The QoS aware networks is a large and active research area. However, in many cases
the simpler solution of overprovisioning is used as a means to increase performance.
Overprovisioning implies to provision enough capacity to a network in order to be able
to serve the peak traffic load estimates. Moreover, the network must be designed to
work well under a variety of link and router failures. It is not surprising that most
networks today are enormously overprovisioned with very low typical utilizations [93].
2.4 Energy efficiency in networks
As described in the previous section, the lack of QoS guarantees in the communication
networks has lead to overprovisioning and redundancy of the deployed hardware. How-
ever, together with the need for low congestion and QoS guarantees, lately the need
for low energy consumption of the networks has arisen. Even if much work has been
presented for energy efficiency in wireless networks ([18, 77, 84]), energy efficiency in
wired networks has only recently drawn attention. The problem of energy aware Inter-
net was first addressed by Gupta and Singh in [59]. The authors suggest the idea of
energy conservation in Internet systems, proposing possible research directions: putting
subcomponents such as line cards into sleep or clock the hardware at a lower rate,
change routing so as to aggregate traffic along a few routes only while allowing devices
on idle routes to sleep and modify the Internet topology in a way that supports route
adaptation and sleeping.
As described in recent surveys [17, 15, 92] several techniques have been recently
proposed in order to enable energy efficiency in networks. Although many other classi-
fications would be possible, the research on green ICT can be classified in the following
branches
• Measurements and power consumption models: There is still little knowledge on
how each networking component (hardware, software/applications, network traf-
fic) contributes to overall energy consumption, which is vital for the design of
energy-saving systems and architectures. Thus, a lot of work has been devoted
on measuring different networking equipment and building models for energy con-
sumption of network equipment
• Energy efficient hardware: This branch of research attempts to propose improve-
ments on hardware to increase energy efficiency. Adaptive Link Rate (ALR),
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changing operating rate through Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) as well as en-
abling sleep modes are being examined towards the ideal case of energy propor-
tionality [9].
• Energy-aware routing and network management : In this category, research focuses
on the potential energy savings by modifying network states and routing policies,
depending on different assumptions of network power consumption behavior. In
other words, this research area is based on results and trends of the previous two
research categories. The focus is on quantifying possible energy savings, under the
condition of different hardwares and power models, and proposing algorithms for
network energy optimization. This research work of this thesis, falls within this
category, thus relevant proposed methods are extensively analyzed in Section 2.4.3.
Each of these categories are further presented in the following sections.
2.4.1 Measurements and power consumption models
A very important aspect of the problem is to first measure and model the power con-
sumed in network components. In [20] the authors measure the power consumption of
routers under various configurations and operating conditions. From these measure-
ments it is shown that the base system is the largest consumer, so it is best to minimize
the number of chassis at a given point of presence (PoP) and maximize the number
of cards per chassis. Then, a generic model for power consumption of router power
consumption is built based on a system with different configuration and operating con-
ditions. This model, which reflects the dependence on the power needed for the chassis,
the installed line cards and the traffic profile on the device, is applied to a set of network
topologies and traffic matrices. The authors also build a design problem where line cards
and chassis can be powered on/off, overlaying a multicommodity network-flow problem
with flow-balance constraints. This mixed integer program is solved using an oﬄine op-
timization method that estimates the potential power savings. While traffic was shown
to have some impact on the power consumption of a line card, it is measured to be
only around 2%. A similar power consumption model is presented in [71], where also
the effect of individual ports configured on each line card are taken into consideration.
The authors present a power measurement study of a variety of networking devices and
such as hubs, edge switches, core switches, routers and wireless access points in both
stand-alone mode and within a production data center. They observed that energy
consumed by a switch increases linearly with the number of linecards plugged into the
switch, the number of active ports on each card and the port line speed. They also
suggest that the impact of port utilization on power consumption is under 5% and iden-
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tify the challenge for device manufacturers to ensure that networking devices are energy
proportional. Moreover, the authors attempt to set a benchmarking suite for measur-
ing and comparing the power consumption of different machines. In [68] the power
consumption of computer-based routers is measured focusing on the impact of traffic,
with respect to different rates and packet lengths. The results reveal the dependency of
power consumption on packet rate and indicate that each device can be characterized
by its power consumption versus packet rate profile (power profile).
In [8] a network-based model of the power consumption of the Internet is formu-
lated with data from major equipment vendors focusing on telecommunications net-
work rather than home network equipment. The model of ISP network used comprises
of three main sections: the access network, the metro network and the network core.
For the estimation of the power consumption of the various routers they use the heat
dissipation. To calculate cooling requirements, it is assumed that for every watt of
power consumed, another watt of power is required for cooling. The authors result in
the observation that the energy bottleneck in the Internet is the routers and not the
optical fiber links.
2.4.2 Energy efficient hardware
In this category several works consider hardware changes at the individual PC, switch
or router level in order to achieve energy savings [58, 5]. The problem of dynamic link
shutdown in Ethernet Links is examined in [60]. The dynamic Ethernet link shutdown
algorithm (DELS) designed, makes sleeping decisions for the links depending on traffic
arrivals, buffer occupancy and a maximum delay in order to reduce power consumption
in Ethernet LAN. The algorithm is tested for different distributions and network traffic
loads and the results showed that for loads up to 5% the energy savings are significant
while for larger loads the time spent sleeping gradually diminishes enough to be of
little significance, while the delay stays within reasonable bounds. Rate adaptation for
network power reduction is compared to sleeping in [74]. The first approach is based
on rate adaptation of individual links based on their utilization. These performance
states try to reduce the energy consumed when actively processing packets by lowering
the rate at which work is processed. The second approach puts network interfaces
to sleep during idle periods. The sleep states try to reduce energy consumed in the
absence of packets. For the realization of this approach small amounts of buffering
are introduced and the resulting bursts and delays are moderated. According to the
results both sleeping and rate adaptation can lead to significant energy savings, with
the tradeoff between them depending primarily on power profile of hardware capabilities
and network utilization. Another technique is that of interface proxying, which transfers
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the management of traffic to a dedicated entity. This external proxy stores all packets
and replies to requests, enabling power-hungry network nodes to sleep for longer periods
[4]. A working group of IEEE recently established IEEE 802.3az-2010 standard [63] also
known as Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE) which describes the node mechanisms for
enabling sleeping of links, leaving space for research in relevant policies. As Ethernet is a
widely adopted networking interface, a fraction of savings in the operation of Ethernet
will translate in large overall energy savings. In the legacy Ethernet standards for
interfaces of 100M and higher, the circuitry is required to remain powered up whether
or not data is being transmitted. The reasoning behind this was that the link must be
maintained with full bandwidth signaling so that it is ready to support data transmission
at all times. When there is no data they transmit an auxiliary signal called IDLE, used
to align transmitters and receivers. This active idle state results in comparable power
consumption regardless of whether there is data on the link. Moreover, as the complexity
of the interfaces increases for larger data rates, the power consumption also increases
significantly.
Energy Efficient Ethernet uses a signaling protocol that allows a transmitter to in-
dicate that there is a gap in the data. This is done by a Low Power Idle (LPI) signal
used instead of the IDLE signal and provides a lower consumption energy state that can
be employed during periods of low-link utilization. The typical Ethernet traffic has low
average link utilization (typically less than 10% ) with occasional bursts associated with
network activity. EEE takes advantage of the high percentage of idle time on the link
and large energy savings can be achieved during long idle periods of time. The standard
is defined for the mainstream ”BASE-T” interfaces, i.e. 100Base-TX, 1GBase-T and
1GBase-T.
Figure 2.1: Operation of Energy Efficient Ethernet [79]
Figure 2.1 displays the operation of the EEE standard. When a new packet arrives
at the device, the Ethernet device transits from a sleep mode to an active mode and
the time needed for this transition is defined as Tw (wake-up time). In active mode the
device transmits all the packets in queue until the queue is empty and it transits to the
sleep mode. The time needed to transit to the sleep mode is Ts. The standard also
defines a refresh signal sent every Tr when the link is idle which is important to maintain
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compatibility, keep transmitter and receiver aligned and ensure that both partners know
that the link is active. For the remaining period Tq the transceiver is in low power mode
at which it typically consumes a small fraction (about 10%) of the power consumption
when awake.
In [79] the authors evaluated the performance of EEE in terms of energy saving with
results showing large energy saving potential. Though, the authors point out that the
savings largely depend on the shape of the traffic as the time for putting to sleep and
waking up the interface can in some cases be crucial. So, there can be substantial
savings when there is a burst of traffic or a lot of back-to-back packets followed by a
long idle interval but this is not the case when there are single packet transmissions like
in the case of TCP ACKs, in which case the interface might go to sleep and have to
wake up for every single packet.
A proposition for further energy savings is to introduce a burst transmission mecha-
nism. In this case when the interface is in sleep mode, incoming packets are accumulated
and are released into bursts. The rule for accumulation can be based on a timer or a
packet counter or both. In this case, when the first packet arrives in an empty queue a
timer/packet counter is started. When the timer has expired or the maximum packet
counter is reached the device transits into the active mode and starts transmitting. In
[80] and [25] the effect of this mechanism is compared to the EEE standard and the
legacy Ethernet and the large energy and economic savings are estimated. Analytical
models for the EEE standard and the burst mechanism addition are presented in [72],
[62] and [66]. These models are based on Poisson traffic assumption [65] and can be
used to evaluate the energy savings.
Other work focuses on aspects outside the network part, e.g. research efforts towards
’greener’ applications and end devices. A lot of work also focuses on energy efficiency
within data centers. Virtualization is the key idea towards that direction. A typi-
cal example of virtualization consists in sharing servers in data centers, thus reducing
hardware costs, improving energy management and reducing energy and cooling costs,
ultimately reducing data center carbon footprint. Energy savings within data centers
and server farms are examined in [61, 70, 73] and in the Cloud Computing environment
in [10].
2.4.3 Energy-aware routing and network management
These studies examine the potential energy savings by modifying routing policies, tak-
ing into consideration the specific power consumption characteristics of the network
components. In the early work of [59] a network-wide as well as a link-layer approach to
energy efficiency are examined. According to the network-wide approach (coordinated
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sleeping), the decisions for which interfaces to put to sleep can be global and the net-
work protocol will aggregate traffic in the rest of the devices. On the other hand, in the
link layer approach (uncoordinated sleeping) an interface would decide to go to sleep
based on local data. Moreover, the authors discuss the changes in Internet protocols
that should be done in order to support this sleeping.
More recent work deal with the reduction of the power consumption in Backbone
Networks using simple heuristics which can solve the corresponding NP-hard problem
[24] in a rather network-wide prospect. The problem they consider has as inputs a given
physical network topology, the average traffic exchanged by any source-destination pair
and the power consumption of each link and node, and the goal is to find a set of routers
and links that must be powered on in order to minimize the power consumption. The
constraints are the flow conservation and the maximum link utilization. Similar integer
programming problem formulation and heuristics are presented in [91]. A case study
based on specific backbone networks is discussed in [23], and an estimation of the overall
potential energy savings in the Internet is presented in [21].
In [75] the authors focus on the power consumption of the access nodes and propose
a technique that adapts their capacity in order to meet the traffic demand and limit the
waste of energy. A cooperative approach between the Internet Service providers (ISPs)
and the Content Providers (CPs) in order to reduce the total power consumption is
examined in [22].
In [54] the reduction of power consumption in wired networks is studied in the pres-
ence of users’ QoS constraints and experiments with dynamic traffic management in
conjunctions with the turning on/off of link drivers and/or routers are discussed. In [36]
an autonomic algorithm that utilizes adaptive reinforcement learning in the context of
Cognitive Packet Network (CPN) [44, 47] routing protocol is proposed and attempts to
minimize the power consumption while meeting the requested end-to-end delay bounds.
An energy-aware online technique is proposed in [86] that aims to reduce energy
consumption of the backbone Internet by spreading the load among multiple paths.
Energy-Aware Traffic Engineering (EATe) technique is based on the assumption that
the hardware is designed to automatically switch to one of the 4 possible operating rates
according to its load and that the power consumption of the hardware would follow one
of the two curves shown in Figure (2.2). In the first case, there is a great saving in
putting the device to sleep so the algorithm tries to shift links to lower energy regions
while trying not moving other links to higher energy regions. In the second case rate
adaptation is preferable to sleeping, so this approach tries to aggregate traffic to as few
links as possible, considering the energy level between the idle state and the bottleneck
link utilization state as one large energy level. To a further step of this approach, traffic
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Figure 2.2: Predicted power consumption of a link vs load [86]
is shifted away from routers as a total, so that the entire router can be put to sleep.
Another category involves dynamic topology optimization where the alterations of the
load are exploited in order to select among all the topologies that ensure connectivity
and satisfy the traffic demands the one that has the lowest overall power consumption
[67, 87]. In [26], the authors propose an enhancement to the OSPF routing protocol in
which a subset of IP routers are selected to be switched off during low traffic periods
and in [29] shutting down of cables in bundled links is examined. In [35] a simple energy
efficient congestion control extension is proposed and its examined in terms of stability.
ILP formalization of network energy efficiency
As discussed in the previous section, the problem of energy aware routing is usually for-
malized in the literature as an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem [6]. There
exist several modifications, so here a generalized formalization will be discussed. Specif-
ically, the problem presented follows the formalizations in [24, 23] and [14], which can
informally be expressed as:
• Given
i)a physical network topology comprising of routers and links with given capacities
ii) the average amount of traffic exchanged by any source/destination pair
iii) the power consumption behavior of each router and link
• Find
i) the routing matrix of the network
ii)the set of routers and links that must be powered on
• So that
to minimize the total power consumption of the network
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• Subject to the constraints of
i) flow conservation
ii) maximum link utilization
First, the network infrastructure is represented as a directed graph G = (R,L), where
R is the set of network nodes and L is the set of links. The capacity of the link from
node i to node j is represented by cij . In order to ensure the constraint (ii) a parameter
α ∈ {0, 1} is defined which is multiplied with the capacity to give the maximum link
utilization that can be tolerated. This model assumes that all nodes and links can be
turned off , so the binary variables yi and xij are defined which take the value 1 if a
node i exists and is powered on and if a link from node i to node j exists and is powered
on respectively. rsd represents the average amount of traffic going from source node s to
destination node d. The variables f sdij ∈ [0, rsd] represent the amount of traffic flowing
from s to d through the link i, j while the total amount of traffic on the link i, j is
denoted by fi,j , where
fij =
R∑
s=1
R∑
d=1
fsdij ∀ i, j (2.24)
Thus the ILP formalization of the above described problem is
Minimize:
PN =
R∑
i=1
yiPR(i) +
R∑
i=1
R∑
j=1
xijPL(i, j) (2.25)
Subject to:
R∑
j=1
fsdij −
R∑
j=1
fsdji =

rsd, ∀ (s, d), i = s
−rsd, ∀ (s, d), i = d
0, ∀ (s, d), i 6= s, d
(2.26)
fij ≤ αcijxij ∀ i, j (2.27)
R∑
j=1
xij +
R∑
j=1
xji ≤Myi ∀ i (2.28)
PN denotes the total network power consumption and comprises of the power con-
sumption of the routers PR and the power consumed by links PL as shown in equation
2.25. Note that the power consumption of nodes and links in this equation is multiplied
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by the binary variables yi and xij . The constraint 2.26 ensures the flow conservation
while the constraint 2.27 forces the total traffic on an active link to be smaller than the
maximum link utilization. The constraint of 2.27 makes sure that a node can be turned
off only if all connected links are off, where M is a big number M ≥ 2R.
Discussion
This ILP formulation is known to be NP-hard, so exact methods can only be used
to solve trivial cases. Thus, in the existing literature the authors proceed to propose
heuristics based on assumptions and specific cases. The heuristics attempt to turn off
as many links and/or nodes as possible, assuming that this is the critical factor for
energy efficiency. However, the possibility of turning off networking equipment is not
feasible with existing equipment. In Chapter 5 it is experimentally shown that there
is a large associated tradeoff with quality of service when trying to turn off devices.
Moreover, these studies ignore the implementation obstacles when one has to deal with
a network with devices that turn on and off. For example, a mechanism should be
responsible to inform those machines to wake up when they are needed to route traffic.
In addition, turning on devices entails energy and delay costs, until the machine is ON
and fully operational. In Chapter 6 an admission control mechanism is proposed, which
can manage a network with on/off capabilities. In fact, it is experimentally observed
that a solution which tries to turn off as many devices as possible is not the most energy
efficient over time.
Thus, an aggressive approach which would shut down network equipment is not only
infeasible with the current equipment, but could also lead to major degradation of the
performance. In contrast, in Chapter 3 the application of routing control on top of the
networks is proposed, in order to change routing decisions in a more energy efficient
way. The presented model is based on queuing theory, instead of using ILP, as previous
works. This provides us with a very powerful model in terms of network performance.
Instead of dealing with a maximum capacity constraint as the formulation presented
above, using queuing analysis well known performance metrics as queuing delay and
packet loss can be used, as presented in Section 2.2.1. Adding multiple classes in the
model provides additional flexibility, as the end-to-end delay of each flow can be tracked
and the optimization goal can be adapted to include these QoS metrics. The selection
of G-network model with triggered customer movement, presented in Section 2.2.3,
grants additional flexibility as the control act and its effect on the cost function can be
incorporated in the model.
Moreover, a gradient descent optimization algorithm is proposed which runs in O(N3)
time complexity. Instead of having to built different model and heuristics based on
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the specific optimization goal, as in previous works, this algorithm can be used to
optimize power consumption or a combined optimization goal comprising both of power
consumption and delay, as shown in Chapter 4.
2.5 Conclusions
In the first part of this chapter, the basic queuing theory is presented together with the
G-network theory which is used in Chapter 3 to build a model for energy efficient routing
control. Then, the traditional network objectives for applying control in networks are
presented. This is followed by an extended survey of recent work on network energy
efficiency.
All this recent work on green networking research reveals the shifting objectives of
network design and operation from the conventional ones, presented in Section 2.3,
towards energy efficiency, as well as the importance of this new objective. As there is
still no systematic approach for achieving energy efficiency in networks, in this work
an attempt to examine the problem from its foundations is made. Using the tools
presented in Section 2.2, first an analytical model based on G-networks is presented,
which can incorporate all the important parameters, including QoS metrics based on
queuing theory. The proposed queuing model provides a very powerful tool in order to
examine the network performance together with power consumption, in contrast to ILP
formulations of previous works.
The proposed model can distinguish between different users with different source-
destination pairs, traffic inputs and QoS needs. Also, thanks to the product form
solution it can estimate the traffic at each node in steady state and thus estimate power
consumption at each node as well as queue length and QoS metrics. In contrast to the
mixed integer programming problem formulations of the existing works which result in
NP-hard problems, this model can be used to optimize a cost function in O(N3) time
complexity using a gradient descent algorithm. Finally, the effect of the control traffic
and control decisions is included.
Moreover, the majority of the presented approaches, present specific cases of network
routing policies and hardware capabilities, i.e. sleep modes, adaptive rates etc, which
could become obsolete in case future hardware design follows different direction. In
contrast, in this work the problem of a given packet network, with given hardware
capabilities and power consumption characteristics is first presented and a generalized
model for energy efficient routing control is built. Having in hand the network model, a
gradient descent optimization algorithm is used, in order to explore the potential savings
from routing control. Several specific cases of power consumption characteristics and
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objectives are examined. However, the model can be applied for any network case to
build optimization algorithms and estimate the performance of different policies and
network designs.
Apart from the routing control analysis, the possibility of a harsher energy saving
solution, namely turning off network devices, is experimentally examined. In contrast
to using estimations and simulations as in other existing works, a laboratory testbed is
used and a real case scenario is examined, where devices can be turned off and power
consumption and delay can be measured online. This enables the observation of the
significant tradeoff between power savings and QoS in this case. Realizing the limitations
and obstacles of such a scheme of turning off devices that had been neglected so far, a
novel energy aware admission control mechanism is proposed, which is able to monitor
and manage the power consumption and performance of the network.
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3 Network model and optimization for
energy efficient routing control
3.1 Introduction
As described in Chapter 2, possible research directions towards network energy effi-
ciency span from changing the routing decisions through the network to turning down
or turning off the equipment. Even if the power consumption measurements of current
networking devices indicate that the decision to shut down machines may appear as an
effective solution, an aggressive approach which would shut down all unused equipment
is not only infeasible with the current equipment, but could also lead to major degrada-
tion of the performance, as shown in Chapter 5. Moreover, the additional energy needed
for rebooting and reconnecting the machines in the network could raise unpredictable
increase in the power consumption which could cancel out the positive effects. Thus, it
is clear that the network changes should be carefully designed and examined before the
decisions for the appropriate techniques are taken.
On the other hand, changing routing decisions in an energy efficient way could be
deployed in every network and can exploit the relationship between power consumption
and carried traffic in each node. It is also in agreement with hardware designers who
focus on improving the performance of routers such that the power consumption is
significantly reduced when received traffic is small([89]), so the effect of carried traffic
will be even more sizable in the future devices.
In order to be able to achieve a network-wide solution towards energy efficiency, firstly
one should have a good understanding of the consequences that a change can cause in
the whole network. Thus, the first step in this research is to build a network model
which can reflect the changes that will be made, the power consumption and the Quality
of Service (QoS) metrics and could be in hand for examining the possible optimization
techniques.
In the sequel, a network model is presented, which offers a theoretical framework to
design algorithms that apply control in computer networks by re-routing traffic so as to
optimize a given cost function. This model, which is a special case of G-Networks with
triggered customer movement, (see Section 2.2.3) , does not just consider the effect of
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the control via route modifications for the user traffic, but also allows one to represent
the control traffic itself as a flow of packets which transform themselves into triggers
when they reach the target node of the control. This enables one to analyze not just
the effect of the control, but also the overhead and delays that the control packets
themselves introduce, as well as the effect of these physically important aspects in the
details of the control algorithm and their impact on the resulting cost function that one
is minimizing.
The chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.2, the queuing network model is
presented which is a special case of G-networks with triggered customer movement and
is specifically built to include the important parameters of the energy efficient routing
control optimization. Performance metrics of the network are presented in Section 3.3,
including power consumption as well as quality of service metrics, as presented in Sec-
tion 2.2.1. Following, in Section 3.4, the optimization goals are discussed and a gradient
descent algorithm is built to optimize energy efficient routing control. Finally, the
chapter concludes in Section 3.5.
3.2 Network model description
3.2.1 Main points
In this section, a queuing network model is presented including all the parameters which
are important, when one seeks to observe and optimize network energy efficiency under
Quality of Service (QoS) considerations. Thus, using queuing theory, the performance
of the network, in terms of QoS, is also taken into account in this work, in contrast to
previously presented literature (Section 2.4). Since the QoS is the primary objective in
today’s networks, a clear view of the consequences on QoS should be available in any
proposal for energy efficiency.
More specifically, the model described in the sequel, is a special case of G-networks
with multiple classes and triggered customer movement (see Section 2.2.3). The multiple
classes correspond to different source-destination pairs, with different input traffic rates,
different QoS requirements and different routes. The triggers enable the depiction of
the control act, when a decision to change routing is forced, for a given class and at a
specific node. Modifying the original model, the control traffic here is also considered
as physical traffic which travels through the network and recieves service. This way,
the effect of the control traffic can be observed and can also be included in the cost
function. The effect of control traffic does not only correspond to the possible increase in
congestion due to the control traffic, but also to the additional power consumption that
this traffic and the effect of control can induce. Moreover, since it has been observed
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in literature that links and routers can have a distinct effect on power consumption,
the model is extended by separating routers from links, and defining both as nodes
of the queuing system. By doing so, the impact on energy consumption and QoS can
be modeled separately for routers and links. Finally, as in modern router hardware
connections typically are handled separately by threads of executions, in the modified
model a separate queue is assumed in routers for each class of user traffic. This enables
the modeling of router queues as first-come-first-served (FIFO) and the modeling of
control traffic classes which are specifically targeted on certain user traffic classes. In
links, all packets are handled in first-come-first-served order.
3.2.2 Model description
Consider a network with N queues denoted N = {1, ... , N} which is carrying a set of
user traffic classes U. Let N +1 be the “inexistent node” or the outside of the network.
Thus a packet that reaches node N + 1 has simply exited the network or has been lost.
Here the term node is not restricted to the store and forward nodes of a network: a
subset R of these nodes will be the usual store and forward nodes or routers, while the
remaining set of nodes L will represent links which connect store and forward nodes, i.e.
N = R ∪ L. Thus, to travel from some store and forward router node to another such
node, a packet will transit through the “other type of node” i.e. a link. This separation
of the N nodes into the set of routers and the set of links has two advantages:
• It allows us to model separately the impact of routers and links (e.g. delay and
loss) on QoS and on the energy consumption, and
• Secondly it allows us to explicitly represent packet re-routing as the modification
of a path that goes (say) from router r via output link l, to a new path from
router r via some other output to l′. Thus, re-routing control can then be viewed
as taking place by an action on a packet in r that changes the next link that the
packet must enter.
Links have a single predecessor node (which is a router) and a single successor node
(which is also a router), and routers typically have multiple predecessor and successor
nodes that are links. In our notation the two directions of a physical link are viewed
as two distinct links, but they may be coupled because they may share the same power
supply and some of the same hardware. Since router hardware will typically use “mul-
ticores”, connections that are being concurrently processed by a router will often be
handled by separate threads of execution, and packets within the same connection may
be handled in first-come-first-served order, while those of distinct connections may be
processed in parallel.
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User traffic
Each user traffic class is denoted by k = U(s, d, σ) where (s, d) is a given source and
destination router pair and σ is a QoS requirement of this traffic class from the network.
The most common QoS metrics are be presented in Section 3.3.
Let λ(r, k) denote the external arrival rate of packets of user class k to router r so
that obviously λ(r, k) = 0 if k = U(s, d, q) and r 6= s, while ΛR(r, k) and ΛL(l, k) are
the total arrival rates of user traffic of class k at router r and link l respectively. Each
class of users will, at any given instant of time, have a path to its destination so that
the probability that a packet of user class k travels from some node i to some node j is
denoted by P (i, k, j); if all packets of a given user class only travel over a single path at
a time, then this quantity will be either equal to 1 or 0. Note also that if i is a router,
then j is a link, while if i is a link, then j must be a router. If user traffic is assumed
to travel on a single path, then obviously ΛR(s, k) = λ(s, k) when s is source router,
and ΛR(r, k) = λ(s, k) when r is a router that lies on the path of this traffic class and
ΛL(l, k) = λ(s, k) for a link l lying on this path respectively.
Control traffic
In addition to user traffic, we also have control traffic classes where each of these classes
is in charge of selecting the next hop that a packet of a given user traffic class will take at
some router. In other words, packets that belong to a control class are in charge of telling
a given router where the packets of a given user traffic class must go. Since packets are
re-routed by changing the selection of the outgoing link in a router, this selection will be
signified by these control packets. Thus control traffic classes are denoted (i, k) where i
is a router and k is a user traffic class since a control class acts on a specific user class at
some given router. However, control traffic can travel over multiple hops just like any
traffic class until it reaches the node where it is supposed to take action. The actual
number of control traffic classes will be small because at a given instant of time a class
of user traffic will only transit through a small number of network nodes. We denote by
λ−(r, (i, k)) the external arrival rate of control traffic class (i, k) to router r, and such
arrivals can only occur at routers. The total arrival rate of control traffic class (i, k)
at router r or a link l, which will be computed below, is denoted by Λ−R(r, (i, k)) and
Λ−L (l, (i, k)). This allows us to represent control traffic that may originate at different
routers and act at the router where they originate, or they may act at other routers.
Thus, control packet of class (i, k) may move from some router r to some link l with
probability p((i, k), r, l) provided i 6= r so that this particular control packet cannot act
at the router r to redirect traffic. Similarly, the control packet moves from some link
l to some router r, with probability p((i, k), l, r). Note that this probability would be
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just 0 or 1 whenever there are no losses, simply because the output of a link is only
connected to a single router. It is also assumed that once a control packet has acted at
some router, then it is destroyed; in other words, each control packet can only act once
on a single user packet at some specific router. Furthermore, if a control packet of class
(i, k) arrives at router i when that router does not contain any user packets of class k,
then the control packet is again destroyed.
The control function exercised by the control packet will be represented by Q(i, k, j)
which is the probability that a user packet of class k at router i is directed by the
corresponding control packet of type (i, k) to the link j. Note that Q(i, k, j) is only
defined at a router i for the control class (i, k): in other words it need not be specified
how the control policy acts at a node where this particular control class is not empowered
to act. Also, the control packets can only act at routers, so that Q(i, k, j) = 0 if i ∈ L.
The control traffic classes that we introduce may be seen in two ways:
• As physical flows of signaling information in the form of specific packets, that
are sent out from certain decision nodes, to routers where it may be necessary to
re-route traffic, or
• As a virtual and mathematical representation of re-routing decisions. Thus the
arrival rate of control packets at some router may be used to represent the rate
at which control decisions are made at this router.
Constraints
The routing probabilities satisfy the following constraints, for k ∈ U, if r ∈ R:∑
l∈L
P (r, k, l) + P (r, k,N+1) = 1, (3.1)∑
l∈L
Q(r, k, l) = 1, (3.2)∑
l∈L
p((i, k), r, l) + p((i, k), r,N+1) = 1, r 6= i ∈ R (3.3)
while if l ∈ L : ∑
r∈R
P (l, k, r) + P (l, k,N+1) = 1, (3.4)∑
r∈R
p((i, k), l, r) + p((i, k), l, N+1)=1, i ∈ R (3.5)
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and note that there are no control packets classes of the form (l, k) where l ∈ L. The
flow constraints can be expressed by∑
r∈R
λ(r, k) =
∑
r∈R
Λ(r, k)P (r, k,N + 1) (3.6)
which implies that all incoming traffic of class k should exit the network at the desti-
nation node d, where for r = d P (r, k,N + 1) = 1.
It is also assumed that all user or control packets that travel through a node i have
the same service rate µi at that node, but control packets act instantaneously when
they act as control packets, rather than when they are simply transiting through a node
when they experience the usual queuing phenomenon. Finally, all packets are processed
in first-come-first-served mode both in the nodes and links, so that there is no priority
difference for transiting purposes between the user and control packets. On the other
hand, when a control packet arrives at a node where it is supposed to take the control
action, it does this instantaneously on its “target” packet class, selecting the target
packet (i.e. of the appropriate class) which is first in queue within its own class. If
the router where this is supposed to happen contains no packets of the target class,
then the corresponding packet is destroyed. The model that we use is a special case of
G-Networks [43, 41, 31] with triggered customer movement, where the control classes
embody the triggers of the mathematical model [40], including multiple classes [32, 49],
as presented in Section 2.2.3. Thus, the corresponding theory can be applied, and in
particular the steady-state probability that the queue of node i contains at least one
user packet of class k can be obtained as follows.
3.2.3 Flow equations
Since all the parameters have been described, the equations that govern our model can
now be detailed based on the G-networks model as referred to above. The steady-state
probability that a router or link contains at least one packet of user class k is given by:
q(r, k) =
ΛR(r, k)
µr + Λ
−
R(r, (r, k))
, if r ∈ R (3.7)
where it is assumed that each of the user classes are handled by separate queues in
routers; recall that we assume that these different user class queues within the same
router are processed concurrently with the help of a multicore architecture so that the
queues can indeed be viewed as separate entities running in parallel. On the other hand,
all packets within a link are handled in first-come-first-served order. The steady-state
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Table 3.1: Table of main variables used
User Traffic
Variable explanation
k user traffic class k ∈ U
λ(r, k) external arrivals of class k to router r
ΛR(r, k) total arrivals of class k to router r
ΛL(l, k) total arrivals of class k to link l
qR(r, k) steady-state prob. for router r and class k
qL(l, k) steady-state prob. for link l and class k
B(l) steady-state prob. that link l is busy
Control Traffic
Variable explanation
(i, k) control traffic class where i ∈ R, k ∈ U
λ−(r, (i, k)) external arrivals of class (i, k) to router r
Λ−R(r, (i, k)) total arrivals of class (i, k) to router r
Λ−L (l(i, k)) total arrivals of class (i, k) to link l
cR(r, (i, k)) steady-state prob. for router r and class (i, k)
cL(l(i, k)) steady-state prob. for link l and class (i, k)
probability that the link l contains at least one packet of user class k is given by:
q(l, k) =
ΛL(l, k)
µl
, if l ∈ L (3.8)
The total arrival rates of user packets of class k to routers r ∈ R and links l ∈ L are
ΛR(r, k) = λ(r, k) +
∑
l∈L
q(l, k)P (l, k, r)µl
= λ(r, k) +
∑
l∈L
P (l, k, r)ΛL(l, k) (3.9)
ΛL(l, k) =
∑
r∈R
[P (r, k, l)q(r, k)µr
+Λ−R(r, (r, k))q(r, k)Q(r, k, l)] (3.10)
The arrival rate to router r ∈ R or link l ∈ L of control traffic class (i, k) is given by
Λ−R(r, (i, k) = λ
−(r, (i, k)) +
∑
l∈L
p((i, k), l, r)cL(l, (i, k))µl (3.11)
Λ−L (l, (i, k)) =
∑
r∈R
p((i, k), r, l)cR(r, (i, k))µr, i 6= r (3.12)
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where the steady-state probability that router r contains at least one control packet of
class (i, k) for r ∈ R and r 6= i is:
cR(r, (i, k)) =
λ−(r, (i, k)) +
∑
l∈L p((i, k), l, r)cL(l, (i, k))µl
µr
(3.13)
and the steady-state probability that link l ∈ L contains at least one control packet of
class (i, k) is:
cL(l, (i, k)) =
∑
r∈R p((i, k), r, l)cR(r, (i, k))µr
µl
(3.14)
Finally, let us point out that the steady-state probability that link l is busy is simply:
B(l) =
∑
k∈U
[q(l, k) +
∑
i∈R
cL(l, (i, k))] (3.15)
3.3 Performance metrics
The users’ QoS needs are typically expressed in terms of packet delay, probability of
loss, jitter, and similar metrics that depend on the congestion at routers and links which
in turn depend on the probabilities that the nodes or links are busy. Thus, q(r, k), B(l),
cR(r, (i, k)) and cL(l, (i, k)) are the key quantities that can be used to obtain other QoS
metrics.
3.3.1 Average delay through routers and links
From the previous discussion, the average queue lengths at routers and links can easily
be derived (see Section 2.2.1). Unbounded queue lengths are assumed throughout the
discussion, and starting with links, the average number of packets at link l is given by:
Nq(l) =
B(l)
1−B(l) , l ∈ L (3.16)
The average queue lengths at the routers will be consistent with the preceding dis-
cussion which assumes that each category of packets, whether of user type or of control
type, will be handled in a separate queue at each router r. So, the average number of
packets at router r, for user traffic and control traffic respectively, are:
Nq(r, k) =
q(r, k)
1− q(r, k) (3.17)
Nq(r, (i, k)) =
cR(r, (i, k))
1− cR(r, (i, k)) , i 6= r (3.18)
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The probabilities that a user packet of class k, or a control packet of class (i, k), enters
router r or link l are defined:
pi(r, k) =
ΛR(r, k)
λ+(k)
, r ∈ R (3.19)
pi(l, k) =
ΛL(l, k)
λ+(k)
, l ∈ L (3.20)
pi(r, (i, k)) =
Λ−R(r, (i, k))
λ−(i, k)
, r, i ∈ R, i 6= r (3.21)
pi(l, (i, k)) =
Λ−L (l, (i, k))
λ−(i, k)
, l ∈ L, i ∈ R (3.22)
where:
λ+(k) =
∑
r∈R
λ(r, k) = λ(s, k) (3.23)
is the total user traffic of class k entering the network, s being the source router of class
k, and
λ−(i, k) =
∑
r∈R
λ−(r, (i, k)) (3.24)
is the total control traffic of class (i, k).
Let Λ+(i) be the total traffic of user packets entering node i, while Λ−(i) is the total
control transiting that node, and they are given by:
Λ+(i) =
∑
k∈U
ΛR(i, k), if i ∈ R (3.25)
=
∑
k∈U
ΛL(i, k), if i ∈ L (3.26)
Λ−(i) =
∑
j∈R,j 6=i
∑
k∈U
Λ−R(i, (j, k)), if i ∈ R (3.27)
=
∑
j∈R
∑
k∈U
Λ−L (i, (j, k)), if i ∈ L (3.28)
and the total traffic of packets Λ(i) transiting through a node i will be :
Λ(i) = Λ+(i) + Λ−(i) (3.29)
Using Little’s formula [51, 52] the total average delay through the network for a user
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packet of class k is:
T (k) =
∑
l∈L
pi(l, k)
Nq(l)
Λ(l)
+
∑
r∈R
pi(r, k)
Nq(r, k)
ΛR(r, k)
(3.30)
If the propagation delay of the link d(l) is not negligible, this formula should be adjusted
to
T (k) =
∑
l∈L
pi(l, k)
(
Nq(l)
Λ(l)
+ d(l)
)
+
∑
r∈R
pi(r, k)
Nq(r, k)
ΛR(r, k)
(3.31)
The total average delay experienced by a control packet of class (i, k) is:
T−(i, k) =
∑
l∈L
pi(l, (i, k))
(
Nq(l)
Λ(l)
+ d(l)
)
+
∑
r∈R,r 6=i
pi(r, (i, k))
Nq(r, (i, k))
Λ−R(r, (i, k))
(3.32)
The average overall network user packet delay can be expressed by:
TN =
∑
k
λ+(k)
Λ+T
T (k) (3.33)
where λ+(k) is given by equation (3.23), T (k) is given by (3.31) and Λ+T =
∑
k λ
+(k). In
this expression each flow is weighted by its percentage of traffic volume in the network
so that the average in expressed in the per-packet level.
3.3.2 Packet loss
As discussed in Section 2.2.1, the unbounded queue assumption can be used to estimate
the probability that the node has K or more packets, which in turn can be used to
approximate the probability that a packet is lost. Thus, the probability of packet loss
for a link l can be approximated by
SL(l) = B(l)
K+1 (3.34)
where K can be adjusted according to the maximum queue length, or according to the
maximum utilization above which there is a significant probability of loss. For example,
if K = 10 is assumed, the probability of loss becomes significant for utilization values
larger than 0.7. Similarly, the packet loss can be defined for the routers, though usually
the limited capacity of the links is the crucial parameter for packet loss.
The end-to-end packet loss will be the product of the losses on its path, thus
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S(k) =
∏
l∈L
SL(l) 1[ΛL(l, k) > 0] (3.35)
where the expression 1[x] is 1 if x is true and 0 otherwise.
3.3.3 The power consumption model
As discussed in Chapter 2, the energy consumption characteristics of real network nodes
are fairly known and are expected to change in the future due to extensive research
towards more energy saving network equipment. Previous work ([20],[71]) have indicated
that the power consumption of a network router consists of a fixed part that depends
on the particular hardware type, another part determined by the line cards and ports
that are configured on the router and a small part that depends on the traffic carried by
the device. A recent survey [15] identifies power profiles depending on the utilization,
spanning from the ideal case of energy proportional to the extreme case of energy
agnostic. The measurements reported in [68], for two distinct PC-based routers and
different fixed packet lengths, are shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Power consumption measurements of 2 distinct PC-based routers [68]. These
results showcase the variations between different machines and indicate that
each device can be characterized by its power consumption versus packet rate
profile, which is defined as the power profile.
These results show that for older single core technology (upper curve) the power
consumption increases monotonically with the rate at which packets are processed in the
router. The lower curve show similar results for a more recent multicore technology with
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much lower power consumption, and have a distinct step upwards when an additional
core kicks in as packet rate increases. In all cases packet length has little effect on
the power consumption, as power consumption results with different packet lengths
but same packet rates fall on the same curve. These results showcase the variations
between different machines and operational states and indicate that each device can be
characterized by its power consumption versus packet rate profile, which is defined as
the power profile of a machine. Based on this background work, a generalized model
is built which describes the devices’ power consumption as a function of their load.
More specifically, for a router, the amount needed to keep it on, the power needed for
processing individual packets and the operating cost for applying the route changes,
are included. As a result, the following power consumption formula for a router will be
used:
Pi = αi + gR(Λ(i)) + γi
∑
k∈U
Λ−(i, (i, k)), i ∈ R (3.36)
where αi corresponds to the router’s static power consumption, gR(.) is an increasing
function of the packet processing rate, as in Figure 3.1, while γi is a proportionality
constant related to the power cost of processing being carried out in the router for
re-routing control.
Moreover, the separation of the nodes into the set of routers R, and the set of links
L allows us to model and handle separately their power consumption. The link power
consumption depends on the traffic rate in bytes or bits per second and includes the
needs for operating the interface within the router, and for transmitting data on the
line. Additionally, one could include the power consumed for propagating or “repeating”
data on the line, but this may be negligible [8]. The proposed link power model is then:
Pi = βi + gL(Λ(i)), i ∈ L (3.37)
where βi corresponds to the static power consumption, and gL(.) is an increasing func-
tion. Thus, (3.36) and (3.37) can be used as a generalized model for network device
power consumption, since they incorporate static and dynamic effects, they separate
link power consumption and also include the possible power cost of changing routing
decisions. The total network power consumption will be then given by the summation
of power consumption of all network equipment, i.e.:
PN =
∑
i∈N
Pi (3.38)
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3.3.4 Other performance metrics
Another performance metric that could be of interest is the path availability of a specific
class k which can be expressed as the minimum availability of all links on the path
Pa(k) = min
l∈L
(1−B(l)pi(l, k)) (3.39)
Similarly, a measure of the average link availability in the network can be
Pa(N) =
1
L
∑
l∈L
(1−B(l)) (3.40)
or if one is interested in average link utilization
UN =
1
L
∑
l∈L
B(l) (3.41)
Note that in B(l) (eq.3.20) the control traffic overhead is also incorporated and thus
the effect of the control traffic is taken into account in these quantities.
Control traffic overhead
In addition to the presented performance metrics, using this model it is also possible
to calculate the actual effect of the control traffic in the performance of the network.
For example, denote by B0(l) =
∑
k∈U[qL(l, k)] the utilization of the link ignoring the
control traffic and B′(l) =
∑
k∈U[qL(l, k) +
∑
i∈R c(l, (i, k))] the utilization when the
control traffic is present. Then, using equation 3.41 the average overhead on the link
utilization is simply calculated as following
∆UN =
1
L
∑
l∈L
B′(l)−B0(l)
B0(l)
(3.42)
Similarly, it is possible to estimate the increase due to the control traffic in the average
network delay etc. In general, the effect of the control traffic on a cost function C will
be easily calculated by
∆C =
C ′(qk, cRi,k, c
L
i,k)− C0(qk)
C0(qk)
(3.43)
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Energy per packet
Another metric that could be used instead of the total power consumption is the energy
per packet, which can be expressed by
epp =
Pi(Λ(i))
Λ(i)
(3.44)
where Λ(i) (eq.(3.29)) is the total traffic carried by node i in pkts/sec and Pi is the
function giving the power consumption profile of the node in Watts. Thus, this quantity
is measured in (Joules/sec)/(pkt/sec) = Joules/pkt and can give the energy consumed
for each packet at node i. One could also be interested in the average energy per packet
of a specific class k spent through the network, i.e.
Fepp(k) =
∑
i∈N
pi(i, k)
Pi(Λ(i))
Λ(i)
(3.45)
The average energy per packet of a network can be expressed by
Nepp =
1
U
∑
k∈U
λ+(k)
Λ+T
Fepp(k) (3.46)
The energy per packet of a specific class Fepp is very useful to illustrate the efficiency
of an end-to-end route compared to another. However, in case of the average network
energy per packet Nepp, it should be noted that the nodes which carry no traffic at all
are not taken into consideration. Thus, if the empty nodes still consume power (static
power consumption) the Nepp metric is not appropriate measure for the network, since
the energy waisted for those devices is not incorporated.
3.4 Optimization
3.4.1 Optimization goals
The routing optimization can now be expressed as the minimization of a function f that
includes both the network power consumption and the average delay:
Minimize f = c1PN + c2TN (3.47)
where the parameters c1 and c2 are used to tune the relative importance of the two
parameters. The minimization can be achieved by selecting appropriate route control
parameters Q(x,m, y).
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Another approach would be to have a bounded delay goal. This can be expressed by
Minimize f = c1PN + c2TN × 1[(TN − Tmax) > 0] (3.48)
where Tmax is the average delay bound and the expression 1[x] is 1 if x is true and 0
otherwise.
Note that some nodes’ power consumption could be more critical than others. Also,
the delay of some flows might be more crucial depending on their individual QoS needs.
So, a more generalized optimization goal would be
Minimize f =
∑
i∈N
c1(i)Pi +
∑
k∈U
c2(k)T (k) (3.49)
Finally, note that some flows may be delay-sensitive and others could be sensitive
to packet loss. The cost function can be differentiated to a different QoS constraint
for each user. If σ(k) denotes the specific QoS constraint of each user, then the cost
function will be modified as follows
Minimize f =
∑
i∈N
c1(i)Pi +
∑
k∈U
c2(k)σ(k) (3.50)
where σ(k) can be end-to-end delay (eq. 3.31), packet loss (eq. 3.35), path availability
(eq. 3.39) etc.
Other optimization goals could include other metrics presented before and could be
adjusted to the specific problem requirements.
3.4.2 Gradient descent optimization
In this section, an optimization algorithm that attempts to minimize the cost function
of eq.(3.47) is built. The minimization can be achieved by selecting appropriate route
control parameters Q(x,m, y). Since we are interested in gradual optimization in the
presence of ongoing flows, the partial derivative of f is computed:
∂f
∂Q(x,m, y)
= c1
∑
i∈N
∂Pi
∂Q(x,m, y)
+ c2
∂TN
∂Q(x,m, y)
(3.51)
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where the average power consumption is used from (3.36), (3.37):
∑
i∈N
∂Pi
∂Q(x,m, y)
=
∑
i∈R
∂gR(Λi)
∂(Λi)
∂(Λi)
∂Q(x,m, y)
+
∑
i∈L
∂gL(Λi)
∂(Λi)
∂(Λi)
∂Q(x,m, y)
=
∑
i∈R
∂gR(Λi)
∂(Λi)
∑
k∈U
∂ΛR(i, k)
∂Q(x,m, y)
+
∑
i∈L
∂gL(Λi)
∂(Λi)
∑
k∈U
∂ΛL(i, k)
∂Q(x,m, y)
⇒
∑
i∈N
∂Pi
∂Q(x,m, y)
=
∑
k∈U
[
∑
i∈L
∂gL(Λi)
∂(Λi)
∂q(i, k)
∂Q(x,m, y)
µi
+
∑
i∈R
∂gR(Λi)
∂(Λi)
∂q(i, k)
∂Q(x,m, y)
(µi + Λ
−(i, (i, k)))] (3.52)
and the average delay from (3.33):
∂TN
∂Q(x,m, y)
=
∑
k∈U
λ+(k)
Λ+T
[∑
r∈R
pi(r, k)
ΛR(r, k)(1− q(r, k))2
∂q(r, k)
∂Q(x,m, y)
+
∑
l∈L
pi(l, k)
ΛL(l, k)(1−B(l))2
(
(1−B(l)) ∂q(l, k)
∂Q(x,m, y)
+q(l, k)
∑
i∈U
∂q(l, i)
∂Q(x,m, y)
)]
(3.53)
Since ∂P (i,k,j)∂Q(x,m,y) =
∂p((i,k),j,n)
∂Q(x,m,y) = 0 , the portions
∂q(r,k)
∂Q(x,m,y) and
∂q(l,k)
∂Q(x,m,y) are calculated.
Define h(i, j) = 1 if there is a physical connection from node i to j and h(i, j) = 0
otherwise. Note that for evaluating ∂X∂Q(x,m,y) only the cases where h(x, y) = 1 need
to be taken under consideration, since when h(x, y) = 0 the partial derivatives will
be 0. Now define the vector qk = (q(1, k), q(2, k), .., q(N, k)) and the N × N matrices
Ak = [Ak(l, r)],Dk = [Dk(r, l)],Bk = [Bk(l, r)],Ck = [Ck(r, l)], where r ∈ R and l ∈ L:
Ak(l, r) =
P (l, k, r)
µr + Λ
−
R(r, (r, k))
(3.54)
Dk(r, l) = [P (r, k, l)µr + Λ
−
R(r, (r, k))Q(r, k, l)] (3.55)
Bk(l, r) = µlP (l, k, r) (3.56)
Ck(r, l) =
[P (r, k, l)µr + Λ
−
R(r, (r, k))Q(r, k, l)]
µl[µr + Λ
−
R(r, (r, k))]
(3.57)
and the 1×N row vectors :
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M(l) = 1/µl (3.58)
Hxmyk (l) =

Λ−R(x, (x, k))q(x, k) k = m, l = y
−h(x, l)Λ−R(x, (x, k))q(x, k) k = m, l 6= y
0 otherwise
(3.59)
Then the partial derivatives can be expressed as:
∂qk(r)
∂Q(x,m, y)
=
∂qk(r)
∂Q(x,m, y)
DkAk + H
xmy
k Ak (3.60)
∂qk(l)
∂Q(x,m, y)
=
∂qk(l)
∂Q(x,m, y)
BkCk + H
xmy
k M (3.61)
Thus, equations (3.60) and (3.61) can be written as:
∂qk
∂Q(x, y,m)
=
∂qk
∂Q(x, y,m)
Wk + γ
xmy
k (3.62)
where the matrix Wk and the vector γ
xmy
k are given by
Wk(i, j) =

∑
l∈LDk(i, l)Ak(l, j) i, j ∈ R∑
r∈RBk(i, r)Ck(r, j) i, j ∈ L
(3.63)
γxmyk (n) =

∑
l∈LH
xmy
k (l)Ak(l, n) n ∈ R
Hxmyk (n)M(n) n ∈ L
(3.64)
So,
∂qk
∂Q(x, y,m)
= γxmyk (I−Wk)−1 (3.65)
where I is the N×N identity matrix. Using (3.65) the ∂f/∂Q(x,m, y) can be calculated
from equations (3.51), (3.52) and (3.53), and the matrix inversion is of time complexity
O(N3).
The corresponding gradient descent algorithm to obtain the parameters Q(i, k, j) that
reduce the cost function at a given operating point X = [λ, λ−, µ, P+, p] of the network
is then determined by its nth computational step:
Qn+1(i, k, j) = Qn(i, k, j)− η ∂f
∂Q(i, k, j)
|Q(i,k,j)=Qn(i,k,j) (3.66)
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where η > 0 is the “rate” of the gradient descent and the partial derivative is computed
with the nth updated values of the weights.
The steps of the learning algorithm are then:
1. First initialize all the values Q(i, k, j) and choose η > 0.
2. Solve the U systems of the N equations (3.7)-(3.14) based on the current state to
obtain the values of q(i, k).
3. Solve the U systems of N linear equations (3.65) using the q(i, k).
4. Using the results from steps 2 and 3 update the values Q(i, k, j) using (3.66)
5. Repeat until the change in cost function or in the values of Q(i, k, j) is smaller
than some predetermined value .
The gradient descent algorithm has been inspired by [42], where the gradient descent
has been used for learning in the random neural network (RNN) [38]. Taking advantage
of the similarity of the G-networks to the RNN, this algorithm has been modified to
perform optimization, instead of learning, in the energy efficient routing control context.
Summary of important equations
In this section, the equations of the node utilization are simplified and all the important
quantities are expressed in matrix form for easiest usage in calculations. The vector qk
can be divided into the router vector qRk and the link vector q
L
k . The vector for the
routers will then be:
qRk = [qk(r)]1×R, q
R
k = (q
R(1, k), qR(2, k), .., qR(R, k)) (3.67)
and using the following matrices
Xk = [Xk(r)]1×R, Xk(r) =
λ(r, k)
µr + Λ
−
R(r, (r, k))
(3.68)
Ak = [Ak(l, r)]L×R, Ak(l, r) =
P (l, k, r)
µr + Λ
−
R(r, (r, k))
(3.69)
Dk = [Dk(r, l)]R×L, Dk(r, l) = P (r, k, l)µr + Λ−R(r, (r, k))Q(r, k, l)
(3.70)
the vector qRk can be expressed as:
qRk = Xk + q
R
k DkAk
⇒ qRk = Xk(I−DkAk)−1 (3.71)
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The vector qLk is respectively defined by:
qLk = [qk(l)]1×L, q
L
k = (q
L(1, k), qL(2, k), .., qL(L, k)) (3.72)
The equations of the links are coupled with the equations of the routers so the vector
qLk can be expressed as:
qLk = q
R
k Ek (3.73)
where the matrix Ek is defined as
Ek = [Ek(r, l)]R×L, Ek(r, l) =
P (r,k,l)µr+Λ
−
R(r,(r,k))Q(r,k,l)
µl
(3.74)
The partial derivatives of the vector qRk defined as:
∂qRk
∂Q(x,m, y)
= (
∂qR(1, k)
∂Q(x,m, y)
,
∂qR(2, k)
∂Q(x,m, y)
, ..,
∂qR(R, k)
∂Q(x,m, y)
) (3.75)
can be expressed as shown before
∂qRk
∂Q(x,m, y)
=
∂qRk
∂Q(x,m, y)
DkAk + H
xmy
k Ak
⇒ ∂q
R
k
∂Q(x,m, y)
= Hxmyk Ak(I−DkAk)−1 (3.76)
where
Hxmyk = [H
xmy
k (l)]1×L H
xmy
k (l) =

Λ−(x, (x, k))q(x, k), k=m,l=y
−h(x, l)Λ−(x, (x, k))q(x, k), k=m,l6= y
0, otherwise
(3.77)
The derivatives of the vector qLk defined respectively as:
∂qLk
∂Q(x,m, y)
= (
∂qL(1, k)
∂Q(x,m, y)
,
∂qL(2, k)
∂Q(x,m, y)
, ..,
∂qL(l, k)
∂Q(x,m, y)
) (3.78)
are expressed using (3.76) as:
∂qLk
∂Q(x,m, y)
=
∂qRk
∂Q(x,m, y)
Ek + S
xmy
k (3.79)
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where the matrix Ek is defined in (3.74) and S
xmy
k is given by:
Sxmyk = [S
xmy
k (l)]1×L, S
xmy
k (l) =
Hxmyk (l)
µl
(3.80)
The equations for the control traffic can be also expressed in matrix form
cR(i,k) = [c
R
(i,k)(r)]1×R, c
R
(i,k)(r) = cR(r, (i, k)) (3.81)
pR(i,k) = [p
R
(i,k)(r, l)]R×L p
R
(i,k)(r, l) = p((i, k), r, l), r ∈ R, l ∈ L (3.82)
pL(i,k) = [p
L
(i,k)(l, r)]L×R p
R
(i,k)(l, r) = p((i, k), l, r), r ∈ R, l ∈ L (3.83)
[cR(i,k) ◦ µr] = λ−(i,k) + [cR(i,k)µTr ]pR(i,k)pL(i,k)
⇒ [cR(i,k) ◦ µr] = λ−(i,k)(I− pR(i,k)pL(i,k))−1 (3.84)
where µr = (µ(1), .., µ(R)) is the vector of the service rates and [c
R
(i,k) ◦µr] denotes the
element-by-element product of the two vectors. For the links respectively:
[cL(i,k) ◦ µl] = [cR(i,k) ◦ µr]pR(i,k) (3.85)
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a network queuing model is presented, which is based on G-networks
with multiple classes and triggered customer movement. This model offers a theoretical
framework capturing all the important parameters of the energy efficient routing control
problem under QoS considerations. Firstly, our model can distinguish between different
users with different source-destination pairs, traffic inputs and QoS needs. Also, thanks
to the product form solution it can estimate the traffic at each node in steady state and
thus estimate power consumption at each node as well as queue length and network
performance metrics. The effect of control traffic and control decisions is also included
such as the overhead both on power consumption and on performance can be taken into
account. A generalized power consumption model is presented and links are also treated
as nodes, so that their individual power consumption can be incorporated. This model
can be applied for any network case to design algorithms that apply control in networks
so as to optimize a given cost function and estimate the performance of different policies
and network designs.
Having built the network model, a gradient descent optimization algorithm is de-
signed, which can run in O(N3) complexity to gradually re-route traffic. Several QoS
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metrics are presented and discussed. A composite cost function is proposed, comprising
both of the network power consumption and QoS, which can be used to tune the relative
importance of power savings and performance. To the best of the author’s knowledge,
this is the first time a queuing network model on energy efficient routing control under
QoS considerations is proposed.
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4 Evaluation of energy aware routing
4.1 Introduction
The evaluation of any energy saving solution largely depends on the energy consumption
characteristics of the network infrastructures. As discussed in Chapter 2, obtaining
energy consumption characteristics for real network nodes is challenging and has yet
to be fully achieved. Moreover, as there is ongoing research towards energy saving
solutions at the hardware level, the overall picture of the network power consumption
behavior is expected to change. In the analysis in Chapter 3, a generalized power
consumption model is presented which describes the devices’ power consumption as a
function of their load (eq. 3.36) and can be adapted to the specific characteristics of
each scenario. Thus, in this chapter the previously presented network model is used to
examine several case studies depending on power consumption behavior of the network
nodes and traffic volumes. The gradient descent optimization algorithm is applied and
power consumption savings are estimated for each case.
The power savings often come at the cost of network performance degradation in terms
of increased delays. Thus, combined optimization goals are proposed and examined,
consisting both of power consumption and delay metrics, in order to moderate the
increase in delay when required.
Finally, as the gradient descent optimization would be slow for online calculations,
a faster heuristic that could be used online is proposed. This heuristic can perform a
routing change that leads to a more energy efficient state, instead of searching for the
optimal state that would be time consuming. The case of decentralized decisions is
also explored, where each source has partial information for a subnetwork and searches
for the best routing within this subnetwork. The heuristic results are compared to the
optimization results and advantages and drawbacks are examined. In the last section,
our laboratory PC-based network topology is used and experiments are performed with
real measured power profiles and in combination with a self-aware routing protocol.
Our aim in this chapter is to examine under which circumstances the energy efficient
routing will have significant savings and its effect on the network delay. Also, we seek
to explore the limitations of the gradient descent and propose heuristics and simplified
solutions.
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4.1.1 Setting
For the evaluations in this section, the realistic topology shown in Figure 4.1 is used,
which is the topology of Czech Republic’s National Research and Education Network
(CESNET) [2]. The end nodes are used as source and destination nodes and it is
assumed that the power consumption profiles of the nodes is known. The source des-
tination pairs used were randomly selected: (105-104), (020-002), (026-109),(108-021),
(106-114), (114-105), (104,020), (109-106), (028-026). Random propagation delays are
added to the links, distributed between 1-100ms.
Figure 4.1: Network topology used in the evaluation of energy aware routing. It consists
of 29 nodes, connected in the realistic CESNET topology [2]
Regarding the node power consumption characteristics, the following cases of node
power profiles were examined:
(i) linear power profiles (Figure 4.2a)
(ii) convex power profiles (Figure 4.2b)
(iii) randomly increasing multi-step power profiles (Figure 4.2c)
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(b) Convex power profiles
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(c) Multi-step power profiles
Figure 4.2: Different cases of power profiles used in the evaluation examples. A power
profile curve among those was assigned to each node in a random manner.
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These cases of power profiles were selected, based on a recent survey [15] which
identifies and categorizes power profiles, as shown in Figure 4.3, spanning from the
ideal case of energy proportional or the case of low-traffic optimized convex profile, to
the extreme case of energy agnostic.
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Figure 4.3: Power consumption as a function of utilization. Different power consumption
behaviors of nodes versus the utilization, as presented in [15]
In the last section, the case of real measured profiles of PC-based routers (Figure 4.27)
is also examined. These correspond to the most typical scenarios, as also shown before
(Figure 4.3), and cover all cases from ideal to real and predicted future characteristics
of devices.
4.2 Power optimization case studies
4.2.1 Algorithm initialization
First, the result of the optimization algorithm when used to optimize average delay
is examined. The results of the optimization algorithm are compared to the shortest
path solution calculated by Dijkstra algorithm. The aim of this section is to show
the importance of the initialization of the routing matrices during the first step of the
described algorithm (section 3.4.2) and how it may influence the algorithm’s efficiency.
Thus, different initializations of the routing matrices may lead to different solutions as
local minima may be reached. We compare 3 different initializations to the algorithm:
• Perturbed shortest path : In this case the routing decisions were initialized to a
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state slightly perturbed from the shortest path. Thus, 70% of the traffic is routed
according to the shortest path, while the rest is equally split among the other
possible routing decisions.
• Load balance : In this case, at each node we equally split all the traffic to all the
alternative outgoing links.
• Random : In this case an arbitrary initial state is selected where each flow follows
one random path.
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Figure 4.4: Average network delay results : gradient descent algorithm initializations
comparison when used to optimize delay. Random initialization resulted in
a local minimum.
As can be observed from Figure 4.4, the algorithm converges very quickly to the
shortest path (dotted line) for the case of the perturbed shortest path initialization
(solid blue line) and also successfully converges to the shortest path for the load balance
initialization (solid green line) after approximately 70 steps. Though, for the case of
random initialization (solid red line) it gets stuck to a local minimum, increased by
3% comparing to the optimal shortest path solution. Thus, the initialization of the
algorithm is critical for its efficiency in such a complex system and it is important to
select the initial state wisely, having in mind the local minima that may arise. The load
balance initialization, although it was not close to the optimal solution as was the case
for the perturbed shortest path, succeeded in converging to the shortest path.
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4.2.2 Optimizing power consumption
Linear power profiles
In this section, the behavior of a network which comprises of nodes whose power profiles
increase linearly to their utilization is studied. This case corresponds to the ideal case of
energy proportional networking devices as mentioned in section 2.4.2 and examined in
[9]. Specifically, the case where each node has a different linear power profile is examined
and each network node is randomly assigned to one of the linear profile curves of Figure
4.2a.
A cost function comprising only of the total network power consumption of all network
nodes is used, i.e.
Minimize f =
∑
i∈R
Pi (4.1)
Again, the 3 initializations presented in the previous section are compared and a
100pps traffic for each of the nine source-destination pairs is assumed. The total power
consumption results are plotted versus the steps of the optimization algorithm in Figure
4.5. As can be observed, in this case the load balance initialization of the algorithm
yields the best results with total savings of approximately 8% in power consumption.
The load balance initialization will be thus used in the sequel, unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 4.5: Power consumption: Optimization results over the optimization steps, for
linear power profiles. Power optimization with load balance initialization
leaded to the best results, saving 8% in total power consumption compared
to the shortest path routing.
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Figure 4.6: Average delay: Optimization results over the optimization steps, for linear
power profiles. The power optimization resulted in increased average packet
delay, for all initializations.
On the other hand, the average delay is shown in Figure 4.6. An increase in delay is
observed as the routing matrix is selected to optimize energy efficiency and the selected
paths are no longer the shortest ones. Note that for the load balance and the random
initialization the average delay is being decreased in the course of the optimization, but
all three cases converge at an increased average delay value comparing to the shortest
path (dotted line). Thus, even for the case of ideal linear power profiles, significant
savings in power consumption can be achieved by using routing control, possibly in
expense of increased delay.
Next, the optimization is repeated for traffic matrices scaled by a factor 0.3 to 3
times the initial value. The average power consumption results are plotted in Figure
4.7 versus the total traffic input in the network. It can observed, that the total wattage
savings become greater as the traffic in the network increases. Though, as shown in
Figure 4.8, the resulted average delay is exactly the same for all values of total traffic
input. This indicates that the algorithm converges to the same routing matrix solution
for all cases. In other words, for the case of linear power profiles, there is one optimal
solution for every set of traffic and the optimization needs not to be re-run in case of
traffic variations. The savings in this case correspond approximately to 8% of the total
network power while the delay is increased by around 18%.
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Figure 4.7: Power consumption: Optimization results versus increasing total traffic in-
put for linear power profiles. A power saving of 8% was observed in all
cases.
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Figure 4.8: Average delay : Optimization results versus total traffic input for linear
power profiles. Average packet delay was increased by 18%.
To summarize, we have observed that for the case of linear power profiles, routing
control can be used to reduce power consumption at the cost of increased delay. In fact,
due to linearity, a fixed volume of traffic evokes the same increase in power consumption
in a node, regardless of the total carried traffic. Thus, each source-destination pair will
have one power-optimal path regardless of the the rest of the traffic in the network and
traffic variations. The power optimization in this case should be run only once and
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is not dependent on traffic changes. Note also that if all network nodes had identical
linear power profiles, the optimal solution would simply be the minimum-hop path
routing. Though, linear behavior is the ideal case while the optimization becomes more
complicated for more realistic power profiles, as will be shown in the sequel.
Convex power profiles
In this section, the convex power profiles as shown in Figure 4.2b are examined. This
type of power profiles could result from the frequency scaling techniques [90] and would
be optimized for low utilization. The optimization is repeated with traffic matrices
scaled by an increasing factor of 0.3 to 3 times the initial value and the power consump-
tion results are plotted in Figure 4.9. In this case the savings in power consumption are
much more significant than the previous case of linear power profiles. The average power
consumption is reduced by 40%-60%. In Figure 4.10 an increase in delay is observed,
varying between 13% and 20%.
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Figure 4.9: Power consumption: Optimization results versus total traffic input for con-
vex power profiles. Power savings ranged from 40%-60%.
Thus, this type of power profiles would offer large room for energy savings through
energy efficient routing policies. Moreover, as observed in Figure 4.10, the resulted
average delay is different for different values of total traffic, which indicates that the
routing solution is not the same. Thus, in this case the traffic variations will affect the
optimization solution. The power consumption of a flow is largely dependent on the
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Figure 4.10: Average delay: Optimization results versus total traffic input for convex
power profiles. Average packet delay was increased up to 20%.
rest of the traffic carried by the nodes of its path and even a small change in the traffic
volume of one single flow may affect the energy-optimal routing of other existing flows.
Multi-step power profiles
In this section, the case of randomly increasing multi-step power profiles is examined,
which would correspond to a more general category of power profiles. This type of
power profiles could represent the realistic result after the implementation of energy
saving techniques described in Section 2.4.2. It is assumed that distinct measurements
of the power consumption have been collected, which are randomly increasing as shown
in Figure 4.2c, and the profiles are approximated with polynomial fitting to the data.
Again, the optimization is run for traffic matrices scaled by an increasing factor of
0.3 to 3 times the initial values to investigate the effect of different traffic volume in the
network. The power consumption results shown in Figure 4.11 indicate that the savings
vary from 6% to 23%, as total input traffic increases.
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Figure 4.11: Power consumption: Optimization results versus total traffic input for ran-
domly increasing power profiles. Power consumption savings ranged from
6%-23%.
The delay result, as shown in Figure 4.12, is different for different traffic input volumes
which again indicates that as the traffic changes the algorithm results in a different
routing matrix. Average delay increase varies from 17%-28%.
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Figure 4.12: Average delay: Optimization results versus total traffic input for randomly
increasing power profiles. Average packet delay was increased up to 28%.
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4.2.3 Combined optimization goal
Note that so far the presented results account for the optimization of the cost function
4.1 which only includes the total power consumption. As shown in the presented ex-
amples, in all cases the power savings come at an expense of increased network average
delay. Thus, as was proposed in Section 3.4.1, it would be sensible to use a combined
cost function, consisting both of the power consumption and the average delay, i.e.:
Minimize f = c1PN + c2TN (4.2)
By tuning the parameters c1 and c2 in the cost function, the trade off between power
consumption and delay can be adjusted. For example, the delay cost weight c2 is
variated for the case of previously examined randomly increasing power profiles. The
power consumption and delay results versus the c2 are plotted in Figures 4.13 and 4.14.
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Figure 4.13: Power consumption: Optimization results for combined power and delay
optimization cost. As the weight of the average delay c2 increased, the
power savings became smaller.
For the power only optimization (c2 = 0) we observe 23% power savings and 20%
delay increase. Though, as we increase the value of c2, the savings drop gradually to
0% (Figure 4.13) and the delay increase can be moderated to 9%-1% (Figure 4.14).
For large enough values of c2 (c2 ≥ 18) the optimization results in the shortest path
solution, with no power savings and is equivalent to delay-only optimization.
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Figure 4.14: Average delay: Optimization results for combined power and delay opti-
mization cost. As the weight of the average delay c2 increased, the increase
in delay was moderated.
Thus, the proposed combined optimization goal can be used to moderate the in-
crease in average delay while still achieving significant power savings. The cost weights
should be selected according to the relative values of the optimizing quantities and the
requirements of each scenario.
QoS-differentiated goal
In the previous sections, the average end-to-end delay of a packet in the network was
examined. Even though the average delay is a very simple and useful metric to eval-
uate the network performance, it does not reflect the specific behavior of the network
to different users. In fact, different users would have different QoS requirements or
constraints. In the presented model, this fact is anticipated as user traffic classes are
included. Each user class can have different source-destination pair and QoS require-
ments. So, in the case of differentiated delay requirements, a cost function reflecting
these needs will be more appropriate, as presented in Chapter 3:
Minimize f = c1PN +
∑
k∈U
c2(k)Tk (4.3)
where c2(k) can be different for each one of the traffic classes.
The previous general case of randomly increasing power profiles is examined and a
close look is taken to the delay results in Figure 4.15, which compares the shortest path
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delay and the end-to-end delay per flow after the optimization. The delay of most of
the flows is increased after the power optimization, while flow no.4 suffers the largest
proportional increase, which is approximately 56%.
Assuming that flow no.4 is the only one sensitive to delay, the optimization is repeated
with c2(4) varying from 0 to 10. The network power consumption results are presented
in Figure 4.16a and the resulted end-to-end delay of flow no.4 in Figure 4.16b. As
c2(4) increases, the increase in the delay of flow no.4 is moderated and finally for large
enough value of c2(4) (c2(4) > 10), flow no.4 follows its shortest path. Observing Figure
4.16a, for c2 = 10 the optimization results still achieve significant energy savings of 11%
(instead of 23% that was for power-only optimization).
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Figure 4.15: Per flow end-to-end delay for shortest path and power optimization results.
Flow no.4 suffered the largest proportional increase, approximately 56%.
Similarly, the delay of more than one flows can be selected to be moderated, for
example of both flow no.4 and flow no.3. The network power consumption results in
Figure 4.16c show that the power savings are reduced to 11% as the weight of the delays
of the two flows increases. For c2(k) = 10 the average delay (Figure 4.16d) is increased
by 17% relatively to the shortest path solution. Though, as shown in Figure 4.17 for
c2(k) = 10, both flows no.4 and no.3 have lowest possible end-to-end delay.
Note that, a cost function containing different QoS metric for each of the flows could
also be used, as expressed in equation 3.50.
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(a) Power consumption
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(b) End-to-end delay of flow no.4
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(c) Power consumption
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(d) Network average delay
Figure 4.16: Optimization results with delay differentiated goal, where only flow no.4
was considered to be sensitive in delay (up), or both no.4 and no.3 (down).
As the weight of the delays c2(4) and c2(3) increased, the increase in delay
of these flows was moderated, while still achieving significant power savings.
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Figure 4.17: Per flow end-to-end delay for shortest path and optimization results with
delay differentiated goal, where both no.4 and no.3 were considered to be
sensitive in delay. The resulted delay of these flows is minimized.
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Per-node power differentiated goal
Similarly, the cost function could include different weights of the power consumption
of each one of the network nodes. Power consumed at specific nodes may induce a
different cost, e.g. financial, environmental or other external cost. For example some
nodes could be powered by renewable sources, thus it may not be required to lower their
consumption. Others might have large cooling needs due to their specific hardware or
local characteristics, thus the importance of their power consumption would be larger
than others’. In such cases a differentiated optimization goal in terms of per-node power
consumption could be useful. This would be expressed as a minimization of the following
cost function
Minimize f =
∑
i∈N
c1(i)Pi + c2TN (4.4)
where c1(i) can be different for each one of the nodes.
4.2.4 Discussion
To summarize, in this section different types of power profiles of network nodes are used
in order to estimate potential energy savings by using the presented gradient descent
energy efficient routing optimization. Moreover, it is demonstrated that a combined
optimization goal, comprising both of power consumption and average delay, can be
used to avoid excess increase in average delay and tune the relative weight of the two
quantities in each scenario. As different users have different QoS needs, it is shown
how the proposed model and optimization can be used to prioritize the QoS of more
delay-sensitive flows while still achieving significant power savings.
The presented algorithm, as presented in the previous chapter, is of polynomial com-
plexity (O(N3), in contrast with other mixed integer programming formulations of the
network energy saving optimization problem that are NP-hard [6]. Though, as has been
observed here, the gradient descent algorithm proposed requires numerous optimization
steps until convergence. Although it could be important for estimation of potential
savings, this optimization algorithm could be very time consuming for fast online cal-
culation. Thus, in the next section we will present a faster heuristic and a decentralized
mechanism.
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4.3 Heuristic algorithms
4.3.1 Gradient descent based heuristic
In this section, a faster heuristic is proposed, based on the previously described gradient
descent optimization algorithm 3.4.2. As the gradient optimization requires several steps
to converge, a way to reduce computation time, i.e. an algorithm that could be useful
for online application is presented. The idea here is that, instead of waiting for the
optimization algorithm to converge, the partial derivatives can be used to guess a better
routing choice. The variables in our model are the routing probabilities that range from
0 to 1 during the optimization and are forced to be 0 or 1 in the end of the optimization in
order to keep traffic on a single path. Thus, according to our heuristic, after calculating
the partial derivatives needed for the gradient descent, instead of making a gradient
change to the routing matrices, the change that appears to be ’best’ is found and the
routing matrix is modified accordingly. More specifically, the algorithm follows the
steps:
1. First initialize all the values Q(i, k, j) and choose η > 0.
2. Solve U systems of the N equations (3.7)-(3.13) based on the current state to
obtain the q(i, k).
3. Solve U system of N equations (3.65) using the q(i, k).
4. Find minimum of the ∂f∂Q(x,m,y) (eq. 3.51). This gives the triplet (x
′,m′, y′). If
min < 0 then update as following
Qn+1(x
′,m′, y′) = 1, Qn+1(x′,m′, y) = 0 for y 6= y′ (4.5)
Thus, we change the routing decision at the node with the minimum negative
partial derivative.
5. Repeat from step 3 until no change is made.
In this case, as the aim is a fast online solution, the algorithm is initialized with
the shortest path values of the routing decisions, so that even from the first step of
the algorithm the result achieved will be better than the initial state. The heuristic
algorithm is run for the case of linear power profiles of Figure 4.2a and the results
versus the algorithm steps are presented in Figures 4.18 and 4.19.
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Figure 4.18: Power consumption: Power optimization results using the gradient-based
heuristic, over the optimization steps, for linear power profiles. Power
savings of 7% were observed in 7 steps, compared to 8% savings for the
gradient descent optimization, which needed approximately 70 steps to
converge.
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Figure 4.19: Average delay: Power optimization results using the gradient-based heuris-
tic, over the optimization steps, for linear power profiles.
As can be observed the algorithm stops after only 7 steps with power savings 7%.
Comparing with Figure 4.5, it can be seen that the the gradient descent optimization
algorithm achieved 8% in approximately 70 steps in this case while now 7% now reached
in only 7 steps.
The total input traffic is variated as before, scaling the input traffic matrix by a factor
0.3 to 3 times the initial value and the results of the heuristic algorithm are compared
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to the gradient optimization and the shortest path case in Figure 4.20. As can be
observed, for the linear profiles the results of the heuristic algorithm are very close to
the results of the gradient optimization. The comparison is repeated for the case of
the convex power profiles 4.2b and the randomly increasing power profiles 4.2c and the
results are plotted in Figures 4.21 and 4.22 respectively. The heuristic algorithm is
shown to have very good results for the case of the convex profiles. On the other hand,
for the randomly increasing multi-step power profiles the results are not so close to the
gradient optimization. This is expected as in this case the derivative of the power profile
can be changing abruptly, thus the estimation of step 4 is not so accurate. Still, the
heuristic achieves at least 4% savings in all cases.
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Figure 4.20: Power consumption: Optimization results comparing gradient descent and
gradient based heuristic to shortest path, for linear power profiles
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Figure 4.21: Power consumption: Optimization results comparing gradient descent and
gradient based heuristic to shortest path, for convex power profiles
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Figure 4.22: Power consumption: Optimization results comparing gradient descent and
gradient based heuristic to shortest path, for randomly increasing power
profiles
To summarize, the resulted average savings are gathered in Figure 4.23. It is observed
that in all cases significant power savings can be achieved through energy efficient rout-
ing control. Convex power profiles offer the largest space for power savings. Moreover,
the heuristic results are close to the optimization ones. Even in the most difficult case
of multi-step power profiles the heuristic achieves 5% savings on average.
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Figure 4.23: Power consumption savings relative to the shortest path routing for heuris-
tic and power optimization results and each case of power profiles. Highest
savings were observed for convex power profiles, but significant savings
were achieved in all cases. The gradient-based heuristic performed well for
convex and linear profiles, and fairly worse for multi-step profiles.
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4.3.2 Distributed decisions
Another way to reduce complexity than reducing the number of optimization steps, is
to try to reduce the size of the matrices used. To this end, in this section the case of
distributed decisions at each source node is examined. It is assumed that the source
knows a set of paths Π∗k to its destination. The nodes that are included in these paths
form the subnetwork N∗ with routers R∗ and links L∗ such as N∗ = R∗ ∪ L∗. So, the
size of the above presented equations is reduced to the size of this subnetwork N∗. It is
also assumed that each source can collect information about the traffic carried by the
nodes and links of its subnetwork.
The cost function of each subnetwork N* will be given by
f∗ = c1
∑
r∈R*
Pr(Λ(r)) + c2
λ(k)
Λ+T
[∑
r∈R*
pi(r, k)
Nq(r, k)
ΛR(r, k)
+
∑
l∈L*
pi(l, k)
(Nq(l)
Λ(l)
+ d(l)
)]
(4.6)
The first term accounts for the power consumption of the subnetwork while the second
term considers the delay of flow k∗, weighted by the flow’s relative importance. Note
that in the quantities Λ(r) and Λ(l) the traffic of other flows in the subnetwork should
be also taken into account as background traffic.
The case where each flow optimizes the cost function of its subnetwork is examined,
using equation 4.6. Thus, for each flow an optimization is run independently from
others to optimize f∗. This optimization should be done sequentially, so a mechanism
should be responsible for giving the right to one flow per time to run the optimization.
As noted, the values of the traffic that belong to other flows and are carried by this
subnetwork are regarded as constant background traffic.
For comparison, the gradient descent optimization when optimizing only power is run,
thus c2 = 0 in 4.6. The results are presented only for the randomly increasing power
profiles, which is the most difficult case and the total input traffic is variated as before,
scaling the input traffic matrix by a factor 0.3 to 3 times the initial value. The results
of the sequential optimization of each source are compared to the centralized gradient
descent algorithm and the shortest path solution in Figure 4.24. As can be observed,
the savings in this case are very close to the centralized results. For this experiment it
was assumed that |Π∗k| = 5 alternative paths are known in advance.
However, the efficiency of this algorithm depends on the number of known alternative
paths for each source. Thus, the average power savings for the examined cases of
varying traffic input are compared, for 2, 5, 10 alternative known paths as well as for
the centralized case (Figure 4.25).
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Figure 4.24: Power consumption: Optimization results over increasing traffic input,
comparing centralized and distributed gradient descent to shortest path,
for randomly increasing power profiles.
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Figure 4.25: Average power savings for different number of initial known alternative
paths of the decentralized algorithm and for the centralized case.
In case of 2 alternative paths, the savings are approximately 5%, while we can observe
that the savings when we increase the alternative paths from 5 to 10 are negligible.
In Table 4.1 we report the average subnetwork sizes for these cases. Interestingly, for
the case of 5 alternative paths where the power savings of the algorithm were very close
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to the centralized algorithm results, the size of the equations is remarkably reduced
comparing to the centralized case. Note that the optimization could result in any of
these 5 initial paths, or any combination of these within the subnetwork.
To summarize, a decentralized version of the gradient descent algorithm is proposed,
where each source optimizes its routing within a subnetwork. Each source should have
some information about alternative paths leading to its destination, in order to build
its routing matrix within this subnetwork and collect information for carried traffic on
the subnetwork nodes. The optimization should be run sequentially for all sources to
avoid conflicting decisions and a mechanism should be able to give the right to each
source. It has been shown that the results are very close to the centralized case and
the size of the equations is dramatically reduced, which would improve significantly the
computation time.
Table 4.1: Size of the equations for centralized and decentralized cases
R∗ L∗ N∗
Centralized 29 78 107
Decentralized-|Π∗k| = 10 17 25 42
Decentralized-|Π∗k| = 5 12 15 27
Decentralized-|Π∗k| = 2 9 9 18
4.4 Experimental results
4.4.1 Improving upon shortest-path routing
In this section, the power optimization is applied on our 23 node laboratory testbed,
shown in Figure 4.26. The testbed comprises of PC-based routers and allows monitoring
of the power consumption and delay. The service rate of the links are their 100 Mbps
speeds and virtual propagation delays have been added to service times so as to introduce
more realistic values of delay; indeed the very short physical links used in the laboratory
do not provide realistic values of network delays so that we have to delay each packet in
software at the nodes so as to arrive to a more realistic value. The power consumption
profiles of the fourteen nodes located on the circle have been measured with a power
meter and are approximated with polynomial fitting to the data (Figure 4.27). It can
be observed that these PC-based routers have small power variation with respect to the
carried traffic. As they are old technology energy-agnostic devices they have a large
static power consumption even when carrying no traffic. They offer small room for
energy savings thus represent the worst case of our case studies.
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Figure 4.26: Experimental PC-based laboratory network topology. End nodes are used
as source-destination pairs and the power profiles of the nodes on the circle
have been measured using a power meter.
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Figure 4.27: Measured power consumption profiles of 14 nodes positioned on the circle.
The comparisons are carried out in the presence of flows traveling from source to
destination with average traffic rates: Flow 1 (22,18) traffic rate 30kpps, Flow 2 (23,19)
traffic rate 10kpps, Flow 3 (21,17) traffic rate 20kpps. First, we apply the optimization
algorithm to the network and we focus on power (c2 = 0). As expected, as these devices
show a very small power variation with respect to the carried traffic, the optimization
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yields a saving of 10 Watts, down from 1531 watts, at the cost of an increase in average
end-to-end delay of 3.3ms.
Then we vary the input traffic of the 3 flows from 0.1 to 1.5 times their initial value
and present the results in Figure 4.28a. The power optimization achieves a modest
average power saving of 8.2 Watts. The average packet delay, shown in Figure 4.28a is
in most cases slightly increased, though in the first two and the last experiments, the
increase is significant. If we opt for both power and delay optimization by adjusting c2
in the cost function (4.2) we can avoid the increases in average delay seen in Figure 4.29
and the average power savings are decreased to 6.4 Watts.
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(a) Network power consumption
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Figure 4.28: Power consumption and average end-to-end packet delay against varying
traffic load in kpps for power-optimized versus shortest path routing
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(c) Network power consumption
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Figure 4.29: Power consumption and average end-to-end packet delay against varying
traffic load in kpps for power-and-delay-optimized versus shortest path
routing
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These results indicate that the energy aware routing optimization can achieve modest
savings even in the small testbed with only 3 flows present and in the worst case of the
power profiles of Figure 4.27 that are energy-agnostic, with a negligible degradation
in delay. It is expected that as more flows are added in the network the savings will
become more significant. For example, if we add another flow Flow 4 (20,16) at traffic
rate 5kpps, and vary the traffic of the four flows from 0.1 to 1.5 times their nominal
values, the average power savings increase to 15 Watts as shown in Figure 4.30, which
corresponds to approximately 1% decrease.
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Figure 4.30: Power consumption for proposed algorithm compared to shortest path with
four flows and power optimization
4.4.2 Improving upon CPN
In this section, we utilize the cognitive packet network (CPN) which is a self-adaptive
network protocol that uses random neural networks in order to discover better paths
[44]. CPN uses ’smart’ packets to discover paths in the network that are efficient with
respect to the required metric. The full paths are reported back to the source, which
are then used to route the information packets. Here, we use log files available from
experiments with the topology and set of flows described in the previous section with
EARP [36]. EARP is the energy-aware version of CPN, which uses CPN to search for
the paths that minimize power consumption.
In our experiments, we assume no prior knowledge of the network topology but rather
we use the log files of observed paths to build the routing matrices. Specifically, every
time a new path is reported back to the source, the routing matrices of the flows are
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updated and the algorithm is initialized with the current routing state of the network.
In this experiment we use the heuristic version of the gradient descent based algorithm
presented in Section 4.3.1 that can be used online to provide a fast one step decrement
of the power consumption.
The results comparing to the EARP are shown in Figure 4.31 where the dashed lines
represent the average values. It can be observed that each time EARP uses different
paths for the carried flows, the power consumption changes. Our algorithm is initialized
with the routing matrix selected by EARP and one step optimization was used, that is
why the results follow the jitter of the EARP. Though, we observe a significant average
power saving with respect to EARP.
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Figure 4.31: Power consumption for the gradient heuristic algorithm (green) compared
to power-based EARP [36] initialized with EARP
In this case, EARP makes very frequent changes in the routing matrices and our
heuristic algorithm is always initialized at that state. Though, in order to limit out of
order packet arrival and jitter, the algorithm could be initialized at its previous state
and thus change paths only when the path modification improves. We then have the
greater power savings of Figure 4.32.
To summarize, in this section the usage of energy aware routing is demonstrated in
a laboratory testbed with real measured power profiles. It has been observed, that in
this case of old-technology energy agnostic devices, only small power savings can be
achieved. As the power characteristics of real devices are changing, the importance
of energy efficient routing will become crucial. Moreover, the fast heuristic algorithm
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Figure 4.32: Power consumption for the gradient heuristic algorithm (green) compared
to power-based EARP [36] initialized with previous state
has been used in conjunction EARP. It has been observed observed that, using the
fast changing routing matrix, the gradient heuristic can be used to provide an one step
change that improves power consumption.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the gradient descent optimization algorithm presented in Chapter 3 is
evaluated for different network power consumption characteristics. In each case, it is
shown that a significant amount of energy can be saved by just changing the routing
decisions, without disrupting service. As expected, the routing changes might result in
longer or more congested paths, which might add unacceptable delay to the traffic. To
deal with that restriction, the combined optimization goal function proposed, consisting
of both power consumption and propagation as well as queuing delay, is shown to restrict
the delays imposed while still achieving significant savings. The case studies examined
were chosen to showcase potential savings depending on power consumption character-
istics and different optimization goals. As our model is generalized, this analysis can be
easily extended to other cases to include different power consumption behaviors, power
consumption of links, the effect of control traffic etc.
As the complexity of the gradient descent algorithm would be large for online appli-
cation, a faster heuristic is proposed and compared to the gradient descent optimization
results. Moreover, the case of distributing the optimization to subnetworks is also pro-
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posed and examined. Both simplifications are shown to achieve good performance.
In the last section, we have tested a small laboratory testbed with PC-based nodes
and measured power profiles. As the power profiles of these nodes are energy-agnostic,
only small savings can be achieved. However, the research undertaken has demonstrated
that our proposed heuristic can be used to apply a fast one step improvement in power
consumption in a fast changing environment.
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5 Investigating energy - QoS tradeoff
5.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 2.4, several research works are based on the assumption that the
networking devices are equipped with a sleep mode, or similar capability of low-power-
when-idle enabled. However, current networking devices do not have these capabilities
and it is still unclear as to what extent future devices will enable low power modes
and their specific characteristics. Even though the decision to shut down machines may
appear as an effective solution, an aggressive approach which would shut down all unused
equipment is not only infeasible with the current equipment, but could also lead to
major degradation of the performance. Since previous work ignore such implementation
obstacles, the objective here is to experimentally display the effect that deep sleep based
power saving technologies have on the quality of service (QoS), and more specifically,
the tradeoff between power consumption, network delay and packet loss.
In this chapter, using a PC-based laboratory testbed in which nodes have the capa-
bility to suspend their operation and be waken up remotely, the effect of sleep modes
on QoS is experimentally demonstrated. In contrast to other work [17], the intention is
not to measure one single device, but rather a whole network and thus the effect on the
total power consumption and end-to-end delays and packet losses. More specifically,
the aim is to explore the drawbacks of introducing sleep modes in the network. More-
over, by presenting graphically the tradeoff relationship between power consumption
and QoS, we propose a way to identify on a high-level the appropriate operating state
of the network based on the specific requirements.
In the sequel, first the setting of the experiments and the additional functionalities
that were built in the network in order to enable the exploitation of the sleep modes are
described (Section 5.2). In Section 5.3 the power consumption savings and the effect on
network delay and packet loss are displayed for different parameters. The tradeoff curves
are presented and discussed. Finally, in 5.4 the conclusions are drawn and challenges
are highlighted.
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5.2 Setting
The experiments are conducted on a 29-node PC-based laboratory testbed, set up in a
topology that mimics the Czech Republics National Research and Education Network
(CESNET)[2], as shown in Figure 5.1. Grey nodes are sources/ destinations and are
always on, while green intermediate nodes can be put into a low-power sleep mode
and their power consumption is being measured using the Watts up?.Net power meter
[3]. The testbed nodes run Ubuntu Linux 2.6.32-25 and have the ACPI S3 suspend-to-
RAM state [1], which is a low wake-latency sleep state, where only the RAM remains
powered. Also, their BIOS is configured to accept wake-on-lan packets, so that they
may be remotely put to sleep and woken up.
Figure 5.1: Experimental testbed consisting of 29 PC-based routers connected in the
CESNET topology [2]. Green nodes can be put to sleep and their power
consumption is being measured using a power meter. Grey nodes are
sources/destinations and are always ON
Queue and neighbor discovery signaling
In this section, the additional functionalities that were built in the network in order to
enable the exploitation of the sleep modes are described. The first challenge that needs
to be faced, is that a node has to be notified when a neighbor node is in sleep mode.
Moreover, packets which need to use a node, while this node is in sleep mode, will have
to be stored, until the node becomes again fully operational. The mechanism built to
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face these challenges consists of the following modules:
• An enhanced neighbor-discovery signaling mechanism for rapidly establishing whether
a node’s immediate neighbors are on or off,
• A queue for storing packets at the previous hop if a node is suspended.
The neighbor discovery signaling mechanism runs in each node and is implemented
by exchanging frequent ”hello” packets between neighbors. This enables fast identifica-
tion when the neighbor becomes unavailable by entering the energy-saving sleep mode.
Therefore this signaling mechanism is responsible for sending and receiving hello mes-
sages, keeping a state table of all its neighbors and relevant time stamps and add/remove
a neighbor in the list accordingly. It also informs the queuing mechanism for the addition
of a new neighbor, so that the packets waiting can be sent to their destination.
The queuing mechanism on the other hand, is responsible to create a queue as soon
as it is identified that one of its neighbors are unavailable. Packets of the same next-hop
are queued until this neighbor becomes available again. As soon as the next hop wakes
up, the packets in the corresponding queue are released towards their destination. At
each node, the queuing mechanism includes the steps shown in Figure 5.2:
Figure 5.2: Flow chart of the queuing mechanism built in each node in order to enable
the exploitation of sleep modes
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Note that a node that has packets in such queues may also enter sleep mode and
the packets in the queues shouldn’t be lost. This is addressed by using the ’suspend’
capability, with which memory is the only remaining function that consumes energy, so
as to avoid losing the packets in the queues.
Also note that a predefined shortest-path routing is used and it is not attempted
to change paths when a node is off. This is because the objective is to study the
effect of turning nodes off in a network regardless of the routing protocols and available
alternative paths of the specific source and destination pairs. This also avoids cases
such as the overloading of alternative paths and additional packet losses.
5.3 Experiments
The experimental setting that is used including the mechanisms described involves
• Nine users, each corresponding to a source-destination (S-D) pair of continuous
Poisson UDP traffic of 50 Kbps, to avoid congestion situations. Note that these
pairs of source-destinations correspond to gray nodes in Figure 5.1 and were se-
lected to cover the whole network when their traffic is routed simultaneously.
• The sources and destinations are always kept on, while intermediate nodes are
controlled by an automated mechanism which decides when to suspend a node and
turn it back on again. Each node is controlled independently and ssh commands
are sent to suspend the node, while wake-on-lan messages are sent to awake the
node from the suspend state.
• During each experiment the power consumption of the intermediate nodes, the
packet loss and the average end-to-end delay experienced by the packets are being
measured. Each experiment lasted 200 seconds, which corresponds to a reasonably
long period in order to observe the average results. Note that in the course of the
experiments, turning off the nodes of the experimental testbed often resulted in
machine failures. As the total times the nodes turned off during each experiment
is very high (see Figure 5.6), each of the final experiments presented here was
conducted only once. The average values presented are the average over time for
each experiment.
Experiments are run with the auto-hibernation mechanism following a random pat-
tern of turning off and on the nodes. The duration that any node stays on Ton and
the duration that it stays in sleep mode Toff are selected randomly between two values
Tminon ,T
max
on and T
min
off ,T
max
off respectively. The average cycle time T
avg
on + T
avg
off = Tcycle
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is kept constant for comparison in this section and is Tcycle = 25. The results of seven
experiments with the parameters are reported in Table 5.1. During each experiment,
the power consumption of the intermediate nodes, the packet loss and the average end-
to-end delay experienced by the packets were measured.
Table 5.1: Parameters used in set of experiment with Tcycle = 25
Tminon T
max
on T
min
off T
max
off
experiment 1 the nodes are always off
experiment 2 5 10 5 30
experiment 3 5 15 5 25
experiment 3 5 20 5 20
experiment 5 5 25 5 15
experiment 6 5 30 5 10
experiment 7 the nodes are always on
In the first experiment the nodes are kept always on, while in the last experiment the
nodes are always off and are turned on at the 200-th second. The minimum time that a
node remains off (Tminoff ) was chosen to be 5 seconds because this was the time it takes
for a node to switch from normal operation into the suspend state.
In Figure 5.3 , the sixth experiment is examined in detail and the measured power
consumption over time is plotted. At the beginning of this experiment and after the
200-th second all nodes are on, while during the experiment nodes turn off and on
at random. The measured end-to-end delays for all source-destination pairs in this
experiment are shown in Figure 5.4 in the form of a histogram. It can be seen that
most packets face very small delays, while as expected, there are some packets that face
large delays due to being queued up in the network nodes when nodes on their path are
in sleep mode. Thus, the power savings observed in this case (Figure 5.3) come at the
expense of increased delay for some packets, while the majority of packets do not face
any degradation in service.
5.3.1 Effect of sleep modes on packet loss
Let Ron be the proportion of cycle time that nodes are on, which is
Ron =
T avgon
Tcycle
(5.1)
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Figure 5.3: Network power consumption during experiment no.6 where Ron = 0.7 and
Tcycle = 25. Power consumption fluctuates over time as nodes are turned off
and on.
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Figure 5.4: Histogram of delay measurements during experiment no.6. It can be ob-
served that 58% of packets faced very small delays, while for the rest of the
packets there was a significant degradation in performance due to encouter-
ing nodes in sleep mode.
where T avgon = (Tmaxon + T
min
on )/2 is the average time the nodes are on. All the results
will be presented versus Ron, unless otherwise stated. First, the impact of sleep modes
on packet loss is examined, which is mainly due to the packets lost during the intervals
between the instant that a neighbor goes to sleep and the time that it discovers that the
neighbor is sleeping (no hello-messages have been received during the time-out interval),
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after which it will start queuing the packets; packets may also be lost while the neighbor
is entering the suspend state and is still replying to the hello messages but does not
process the incoming traffic.
In Figure 5.5a the packet loss is plotted versus Ron. For the purposes of analysis, only
experiments 2-6 are taken into consideration and the two extremes where the nodes are
always off (experiment 1) or always on (experiment 7) are excluded. It can be observed
that for the experiments no.2-6, the packet loss is relatively stable, approximately 12%.
This is expected, since the traffic is sent out at a low rate to avoid network congestion
and therefore packet loss is mainly due to the time it takes for a node to discover that
a neighbour is asleep and start queuing the outgoing packets. Thus, packet loss seems
to depend on the frequency of the hello messages and the timeout interval set. For
comparison reasons, the experiments were repeated with Tcycle = 50s and the same
values of Ron (details described in section 5.3.3) and as can be observed in Figure 5.5b
the packet loss is again relatively stable, at approximately 6%. This suggests that indeed
the packet loss depends on the time it takes for a node to realise that a neighbour is
asleep and is stable for the same Tcycle, while for larger Tcycle the packet loss is smaller
as the total number of times the nodes are turned off are fewer. For the experiments, the
hello messages between neighbours were sent every 1s and the timeout was double that
value, so as to avoid falsely identifying a neighbour as asleep and creating unnecessary
queues. The packet losses could be further reduced if the nodes signaled their neighbours
just before they entered a sleep state.
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Figure 5.5: Network average packet loss versus average on rate Ron, for Tcycle = 25s and
Tcycle = 50s. Packet loss is relatively stable for the same Tcycle value as it
depends on the total times the nodes were turned off during each experiment.
For smaller Tcycle, more turn offs are happening for the same time period,
thus smaller packet losses are observed.
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Figure 5.6 shows the average number of times that the nodes are turned on/off in
all experiments. The intermediate nodes turn on/off approximately 125 times during
each experiment, with the exception of experiments 1 and 7 where either all nodes are
constantly on or nodes are kept off until the end of the experiment. This was expected
since the Tcycle is kept constant. This allows consistency and enables the comparison of
the QoS values of the difference experimental cases. Moreover, it justifies the relatively
stable values of the packet losses mentioned before.
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Figure 5.6: Total number of times that nodes were turned off/on during each experiment
for Tcycle = 50s. For all experiments approximately the same number of turn
offs is observed, with the exception of experiments 1 and 7 where either nodes
are kept off until the end of the experiment or all nodes are constantly on.
This was expected since the Tcycle is kept constant.
5.3.2 Power consumption against delay
The average value of the measured power against the Ron for all experiments is shown
in Figure 5.7 (blue solid line). As can be observed, power consumption increases almost
proportionally to Ron. Since Ron is the proportion of time that nodes stay on, in
order to save energy (smaller power consumption) Ron needs to be as small as possible.
Obviously this comes at the price of a performance degradation since if nodes stay on
for less time (smaller Ron) the packet delay increases. This can be observed from the
average delay curve in the same figure (green dotted line).
Another way of presenting this relationship is by plotting the average measured value
of power against the observed average packet delay for each experiment, shown in Figure
5.8. A clear tradeoff can be observed between the power savings that can be achieved
and the degradation in QoS that packets may experience presented in terms of delay.
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Power consumption is reduced by up to 88%, at the expense of increased delay which
can be unacceptable for some of the traffic in the network. Through this relationship,
one can choose the appropriate operating state of the network that offers the desired
power savings and QoS constraints. For instance, in Experiment No. 6 (Ron = 0.7)
a 35% savings is measured in network power consumption while the end-to-end packet
delay shown in Figure 5.4, is small for the most of the traffic.
Figure 5.7: Average power consumption and average delay versus Ron. Power consump-
tion increases almost proportionally to Ron while the effect on average delay
is reverse.
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Figure 5.8: Graphical representation of the observed tradeoff between average power
consumption and average delay Tcycle = 25. Each point corresponds to a
different value of Ron.
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5.3.3 The impact of the on/off cycle
To investigate the effect that Tcycle has on the QoS of the packets the experiments are
repeated with Tcycle = 50s and the same values of Ron. The parameters of this second
set of seven experiments are shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Parameters used in set of experiment with Tcycle = 50s
Tminon (s) T
max
on (s) T
min
off (s) T
max
off (s)
experiment 1 the nodes are always OFF
experiment 2 5 25 5 65
experiment 3 5 35 5 55
experiment 3 5 45 5 45
experiment 5 5 55 5 35
experiment 6 5 65 5 25
experiment 7 the nodes are always ON
Figure 5.9 shows the measured power consumption versus the measured end-to-end
delays for Tcycle = 25s and Tcycle = 50s. In this figure, the system behavior and the
relative tradeoff between power consumption, delay and packet loss can be observed.
Comparing between the two experiments it can be seen that for larger Tcycle the delay
increases. Note that the results for packet loss were presented in Section 5.3.1 (Figure
5.5b), where the packet loss was relatively stable at approximately 6%, smaller than
when Tcycle = 25s. Thus, small Tcycle values result in smaller delays but larger packet
losses.
Through these curves, one can think about the required operating state of the network
and have a rough estimation on how the energy savings could affect network delays and
packet losses.
The results presented here correspond to the case of the specific PC-based routers
which are not optimized for fast sleeping and waking up. The large observed delays,
reveal the challenge for future network devices to have fast sleeping states in order to
utilize mechanisms that turn off and wake up devices in the network, as have been
previously proposed in literature.
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Figure 5.9: Graphical representation of the observed tradeoff between average power
consumption and average delay Tcycle = 25 and Tcycle = 50. Smaller Tcycle
resulted in lower average delay but larger packet loss.
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the effect of the introduction of sleep modes on the energy consumption
and QoS of a wired network is demonstrated. The intermediate nodes are put to sleep or
are waken independently of their traffic using a separate control mechanism to suspend
or wake up a node at random intervals with a specified time cycle. Experiments are
reported for a PC-based laboratory testbed using a shortest path routing protocol.
This study showcases how the limitations of the hardware with sleep modes can
tradeoff the power savings in terms of increased delays and packet losses. In such a
scenario, the proposed way of representing tradeoff curves (Figure 5.9), dependent on
the specific characteristics, can help decide the desired operating state of the network
based on power consumption saving requirements and QoS constraints. These results
can provide the basis for future modeling studies of similar systems to identify optimal
operating points for energy efficiency and QoS.
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6 Energy aware admission control
6.1 Introduction and background work
Admission control in wired networks has been traditionally used as a way to control
traffic congestion and guarantee QoS [76]. This, usually, requires estimation of the
level of QoS that a new user session will need and investigation of whether there are
enough resources available to service that session without affecting the QoS of the
existing users of the network [30, 69]. Thus, when a flow requests real-time service,
the network needs to be able to characterize the requirements of the new flow and
make an admission decision based on an estimation of its current and projected state.
The metrics considered in the decision of whether to accept a new flow into a network
are mainly bitrate, delay, packet loss and jitter [12, 37]. Admission control has never
been used as a tool to restrict user entrance in a wired network in order to minimize
energy consumption. However, the concept of admitting users according to their power
consumption has been used in wireless networks where flows are accepted based on
the estimated residual energy or the transmit power of the nodes along a routing path
[27, 28].
In this chapter, an energy efficient admission control for wired networks is proposed.
In contrast to previously proposed admission control mechanisms for congestion control,
in this case it is not desirable to reject users from entering the network. The objective
here is to delay - if possible - the admission of flows in the network and admit them
at a later, more energy efficient, time. The challenge entailed in this case is the unpre-
dictability of the future states of the network and thus, the uncertainty on whether a
more energy efficient condition actually exists in the future or not.
Thus, the idea of energy aware admission control implies the shaping of the input
traffic rate so that the network ’reacts’ in a more energy efficient way, instead of trying to
change the routing as has been proposed in Chapters 3,4. Firstly, the problem is defined
in Section 6.2. In the sequel, two different scenarios are examined and experimentally
evaluated. In the first one (Section 6.3), a nonlinear power profile of the nodes is
assumed, where the operational state of the node is automatically adjusted according to
the carried traffic rate. When a new user is expected to increase the power consumption
of the network significantly, this user is not serviced until its maximum acceptable time
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expires or until a more energy-efficient time to admit it is found. In the second scenario
(Section 6.4), a small testbed with on/off capabilities is used and its power consumption
is being measured during the experiments. The decision to delay a user is taken every
time the admission of the new user would require the wake up of a node, which would
lead to additional power consumption. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the
results on Section 6.5.
6.2 Problem definition
The problem of energy aware admission control can be formulated as the minimization
of the energy consumption of the network, while respecting the acceptable maximum
waiting times set by the users :
Minimize EN =
∫
PNdt
subject to wi ≤Wi
where PN =
∑
i∈N P (n) is the total power consumption of the network and P (n) is the
power consumption of node n. wi is the waiting time of user i and Wi is the maximum
time that this user is willing to wait (maximum acceptable waiting time or voluntary
waiting time). This means that the target is to minimize the total energy consumed
over time EN , under the condition that all users are finally accepted into the network,
and no user waits for admission more than his predefined maximum voluntary waiting
time Wi. The notion of voluntary waiting time is proposed to illustrate that longer
waiting times can result in larger energy savings and to make sure that the mechanism
takes into consideration the individual QoS demands of each flow.
This problem can be formalized as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). At any given
point of time, the network is in a particular state S defined by the number of each type
of active source-destination pairs and their bandwidth demand. This state specifies
deterministically the power consumption of the network. At random times a new event E
can occur, which can be a new arrival, a flow termination or an expiration of the waiting
time of a flow in the waiting queue. When such an event occurs, the admission control
mechanism has to choose whether to admit the new flow or send it to the waiting queue.
It also has to decide whether to admit any flows that are already in the waiting queue.
At some subsequent random time another event occurs, and the described process is
repeated. The task of the admission control mechanism is to determine a policy that
maximizes the sum of rewards R(s, e) over an infinite horizon. The reward in this case
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will be based on a combined cost related to the energy efficiency of this action and
whether the maximum acceptable admission delay of the flows is respected.
Since we want to consider a real time solution, solving the problem in an optimal
way is not straightforward, as there is no knowledge of the future traffic demand and
consequently no knowledge on whether a more energy efficient state does exist within
the limit of maximum acceptable waiting time of each flow. Thus, real time heuristic
algorithms described are proposed in the following sections.
6.3 Energy aware admission control mechanism :
Scenario 1
In this section a general increasing nonlinear power profile of the network nodes is
assumed. The idea is that since some of the operation areas are more power efficient
than others, the users’ admission in the network could be delayed until a more energy-
efficient time in the future.
More specifically, the proposed centralized Energy Aware Admission Control (EAAC)
mechanism follows the steps described next:
1. A new user i informs the EAAC about its source si, destination di and demanded
bandwidth bwi. It also sets a maximum time limit wi that the user is willing to
wait until it is admitted into the network.
2. The EAAC calculates the minimum hop path pii from si to di and collects the
information about the current power consumption of the nodes n on this path.
3. Using the known power profile and the bandwidth of the flow, it estimates the
increase in power consumption after the acceptance of the new flow.
δP =
∑
n∈pii
pn(λn + bwi)−
∑
n∈pii
pn(λn) (6.1)
where pn is the instantaneous power consumption of node n and λn is the current
packet rate of the node n on path pii.
4. If the estimated wattage increase δP is smaller than a fixed value ∆, the flow
is accepted and admitted into the network (∆ is the threshold in increasing the
power consumption that is acceptable by the EAAC). If not, the new flow is sent
to a waiting queue. Note that the flows are stored in the waiting queue in a
ascending order of their remaining wait time.
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5. If a new flow arrives while the mechanism is busy estimating the δP of the previous
flow, it joins a request queue. The mechanism checks in first-come-first-served
order the flows in the request queue, going back to step 2. If no flow waits in the
request queue, the mechanism picks a waiting user from the waiting queue and
follows the same process from step 2.
6. If the waiting time of a flow wi expires, the flow is immediately admitted into the
network, irrelevantly of its estimated power increase.
6.3.1 Experiments
Configuration of the experiments
To evaluate the efficiency of this algorithm, experiments are performed in our laboratory
testbed located at Imperial College London. The testbed consists of 18 PC-based routers
connected according to the realistic topology of Czech Republics National Research and
Education Network (CESNET) [2], seen in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Experimental network topology consisting of 18 PC-based routers
The power consumption profile of these machines is assumed to follow a step-like
behavior as shown in Figure 6.2, with a minimal power consumption of 10W for less
than 100 packets/sec. This type of power profiles correspond to devices with rate
adaptation where the power consumption coarsely adapts to the load, as described in
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[86] and are categorized as multi-step in [15]. Note that for the experiments this specific
power profile of the network devices is examined, however the same mechanism could
be implemented in case of non-identical power profiles under the condition that some
steps in power consumption arise.
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Figure 6.2: Power profile of the nodes used in the experiments. Power consumption
adapts coarsely to the load and this results in a step-like behavior [15]
Two sets of experiments are performed, with different amount of users constantly
making requests to send traffic; in the first set there are 4 users corresponding to 4
Source-Destination (S-D) pairs and in the second, more demanding set of experiments,
there are 9 users independently making requests to send traffic into the network. For
the first set of experiments, the impact of the threshold value of ∆ on the amount of
savings in energy and the admission delay is also examined.
In order to avoid having more than one users requesting to enter the network at the
same time, each flow enters a queue (”request queue”) at the data gathering point.
Thus, all users from all source nodes will queue there in order to enter the network.
After making a request, each user waits for a random time intertime and then makes
a request again. This random intertime is set among requests, so as to have different
rates for the arrivals.
Note that delays are measured via pinging and the power consumption of the nodes
is estimated from the power profile. Thus, the carried traffic is being monitored and
mapped to the profile shown in Figure 6.2. Therefore, it is believed that the results
obtained will mimic the energy and delay characteristics that one would obtain in a
standard IP network with these characteristics. Note that all the presented results
are averaged over three runs of the experiment and the 95% confidence intervals are
displayed.
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Evaluation of EAAC
In this experiment there are 4 source-destination pairs (103, 209), (108, 212), (111, 214)
and (209, 215). New flows are generated every intertime seconds, where intertime is
randomly distributed between 10 and 40 secs. A random flow duration of 10−30 seconds
and a randomly distributed bandwidth request of 1−10Mbps are assumed. The packet
size is set to 100bytes. Finally, all the users are willing to wait up to 30 seconds before
they are admitted into the network.
The experiment ran with our EAAC and without (immediately accepting in the net-
work every new flow). New flows are generated for 300 secs, in order to have a long
enough time interval to study the effect of admission control. Note that for the case
without EAAC all requests will be accepted until the 300 secs, while for the case with
EAAC there may be requests in the waiting queue at that time. In order to compare
the total energy spent for serving the same amount of users in the network, for the
EAAC case all users in waiting queue are accepted immediately after the 300 secs . The
power consumption is observed for 350 secs, so that all flows will have finished using
the network in both cases.
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Figure 6.3: Network power consumption with admission control (green line) and without
(blue line). Dotted lines represent the average values over time. An average
power saving of 17% can be observed for the EAAC case.
The total network power consumption over time, for both cases, is shown in Figure
6.3. A slow start can be noticed in the beginning of the EAAC case (green line) when
the network is empty and all flows are forced to wait. On the other hand, the power
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Figure 6.4: User average admission waiting time for the admission control and no ad-
mission control case. For the EAAC case, incoming flows are forced to wait
for 16 seconds on average. The energy saving comes at a cost of delaying
some users before they are admitted into the network.
consumption of EAAC is higher than the no EAAC case after the 300 secs, when all
waiting flows are immediately admitted, regardless their energy consumption or waiting
times, in order to guarantee fair comparison for the two cases. The dashed lines which
correspond to the average values over time indicate a power saving of 17% in average
power consumption for the EAAC case.
In Figure 6.4 the average waiting times of the users with and without the EAAC are
presented. As expected, the energy saving comes at a cost of delaying the users before
they are admitted into the network. More specifically, incoming flows are forced to wait
for 16 seconds on average for the EAAC case. Note that in this experiment all users
were willing to wait up to 30 seconds and that the EAAC guarantees that this limit
is never violated. Thus, this average waiting time is composed of users immediately
admitted, others waiting up to the time that a better condition is found in the network
and those that are admitted because of expired waiting time.
Taking a closer look at these proportions of users (Figure 6.5), it can be observed that
approximately 45% of the users are immediately admitted, while 30% are admitted
due to expired waiting times. The remaining 25% are delayed before admission but
admitted before their waiting time is expired, thus for those users the mechanism has
been successful in finding a more energy efficient time of admission.
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Figure 6.5: Types of admissions for the EAAC and no EAAC case. For the no EAAC
case all users are immediately admitted. For the EAAC only 45% of the users
are immediately admitted while 30% are admitted due to expired waiting
times. The remaining 25% are delayed before admission but admitted before
their waiting time has expired, when a more energy efficient state has been
identified.
Impact of the ∆ value
The pre-selected value of ∆ is critical for the efficiency of the EAAC and should therefore
be examined carefully. In order to demonstrate the effect of the threshold value ∆, the
network is loaded with higher rate of flows’ arrivals, i.e. the intertime is set randomly
between 10 and 20 seconds and examine the values ∆ = 60, ∆ = 100, ∆ = 200 and
∆ = 300. These values were selected based on the specific power consumption profile
to be a little larger than the possible step-increments of power consumption.
The average values of network power consumption for all cases are presented in Fig-
ure 6.6. For ∆ = 60 and ∆ = 100 the largest saving is observed, approximately 20%
comparing to the no EAAC case. For ∆ = 200 the power savings are 17% and for
∆ = 300 11% respectively.
Figure 6.7 shows the resulted average admission waiting time for the examined values
of the admission threshold ∆. It reveals that the stricter the ∆ value is, the greater
the average waiting time. It is interesting to observe, that for ∆ = 100 the waiting
time is 30% less than in case ∆ = 60, for which the same power saving was measured.
Thus, in the case of ∆ = 100 the EAAC mechanism was more efficient, since it resulted
in the largest savings with smaller admission delays. Looking at the percentage of
successful late admissions (in other words the percentage of flows which were forced to
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Figure 6.6: Average network power consumption results for several values of the admis-
sion threshold value ∆. For ∆ = 60 and ∆ = 100 the largest savings are
observed (approximately 20% comparing to the no EAAC case)
wait and were admitted at a later time when a more energy efficient condition is found)
in Figure 6.8 it can be observed that indeed in case ∆ = 100 the largest percentage
increase is achieved (18%).
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Figure 6.7: User average admission waiting time for several values of the admission
threshold value ∆. The stricter the threshold is, the greater the average
waiting time. ∆ = 60 and ∆ = 100 are the most power efficient values, but
∆ = 100 results in lower admission delay.
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Figure 6.8: Percentage of successful late admissions (percentage of flows which were
forced to wait and were admitted at a later time when a more energy efficient
condition is found). For ∆ = 100 the EAAC mechanism is more successful.
In Figure 6.9, all types of admissions are displayed: a) the percentage of users imme-
diately admitted, b) those waiting up to the time that a better condition is found in
the network and c) those that are admitted because of expired waiting time.
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Figure 6.9: Types of admissions for several values of the admission threshold value ∆.
As the threshold value increases, the percentage of immediately admitted
users is also increasing. Though, the maximum efficiency of the mechanism
was reached for ∆ = 100.
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As can be observed, if one seeks to compromise the service of only a small amount
of users, then larger values of ∆ are required. On the other hand, for stricter values
of the threshold ∆, the energy savings are greater. For the case of ∆ = 100, which is
observed to be the best in the examined case, 18% of users were forced to wait and were
admitted at a later time which was more energy-efficient for the network. However,
30% of users were forced to wait without success, as a more energy efficient state was
not found before their expiry time. Taking this into consideration, one could argue
that the case of ∆ = 300 is more successful, as the percentage of users forced to wait
before admission ’in vain’ is 40% of the total users that were forced to wait, while in
case ∆ = 100 this percentage was approximately 62%. However, the EAAC achieved
larger power savings for ∆ = 100 as in this case more users (in absolute values) were
successfully delayed.
Figure 6.10 shows the total number of admitted flows in the network over time. A
slow start is observed for stricter ∆ values but all flows are finally admitted in the
network for all cases.
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Figure 6.10: Number of admitted flows in the network for the for several values of the
admission threshold value ∆ over time. The same number of flows are
finally admitted in the network for all cases.
To summarize, the value of the admission threshold ∆ affects the efficiency of our
proposed method and should therefore be selected carefully. Too small ∆ values can
lead to all flows being queued up before admission, while too large ∆ values, can lead
to all new flows being admitted which drastically reduces the effect of the EAAC.
Regarding the admission waiting time, stricter ∆ values will lead to more users being
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queued up and will thus increase the average admission delay. Taking a close look at the
power consumption and the admission delay results (Figure 6.3 and 6.4 respectively),
it can be observed that the best choice in this case was ∆ = 100, for which the largest
percentage of successful late admissions is achieved. Thus, the value of ∆ could be
readjusted online, reducing the value of the threshold up to the point that the efficiency
of the mechanism starts deteriorating, thus up to the point where the percentage of
successful delayed admissions starts decreasing.
Highly loaded network
The goal of this section is to examine the effect of the EAAC on packet loss and network
latency. Thus, the case of a highly loaded network is presented. For this experiment
the network is loaded with 9 source-destination pairs (103, 209), (108, 212), (111, 214),
(209, 215), (106, 213), (115, 110), (214, 103), (211, 115), (215, 113). Intertime is dis-
tributed between 10 and 20 secs and bandwidth demand between 1Mbps and 10Mbps.
The value ∆ = 100 which resulted to be the best in the previous analysis is used.
In Figure 6.11 the power consumption results for the EAAC and no EAAC case are
shown. On average, the EAAC achieves in this case a power saving of 7%.
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Figure 6.11: Network power consumption for the admission control (green line) and no
admission control (blue line) cases in a highly loaded network. Dotted lines
represent the average values over time. An average power saving of 7% can
be observed for the EAAC case.
Taking a look at the packet loss in Figure 6.12b, it is noted that indeed this traffic
input results in a highly loaded network with some very high packet loss rates. How-
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ever, the admission control seems to have a neutral effect on the average packet loss
(Figure 6.12b), since for some flows it can cause increase and for others decrease in the
percentage of packets lost. The average network latency (Figure 6.12a) seems also not
to be affected by the EAAC.
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Figure 6.12: Results for the admission control and no admission control case in highly
loaded network. The EAAC didn’t affect significantly neither the network
latency nor the average packet loss.
Non-smart admission control
In this section the effect of applying a non-smart admission control mechanism is dis-
played, according to which users are simply delayed before admission up to their max-
imum waiting time. This is equivalent to the application of EAAC with ∆ = 0, as all
flows induce a positive power increase in the network. The maximum waiting times
wj in this experiment are selected uniformly between [10, 40]sec. The power consump-
tion over time is compared to the case where all flows are accepted as soon as they
arrive, in Figure 6.13. It can be observed that initially the power consumption of the
non-smart admission control is lower, as all flows are delayed until their waiting times
expire. However, the average values of power consumption (dotted lines) show clearly
that there is no energy saving by using such a mechanism. In other words, the selection
of the appropriate threshold value ∆ is the critical factor for the energy efficiency of the
admission control mechanism.
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Figure 6.13: Network power consumption of no admission control (blue line) compared
to non-smart admission control with ∆ = 0 (green line). Lower power con-
sumption is observed for the non-smart admission control in the beginning
of the experiment due to slow start. However, the average values (dotted
lines) indicate no energy saving by using non-smart EAAC with random
admission delays of flows.
6.4 Energy aware admission control mechanism:
Scenario 2
In this section the case where nodes can be turned off is examined. Thus, in contrast
to the step-like power profile of the previous section, here the examined nodes consume
minimal power when they are off, and an almost constant amount of power when they
are on, which is the case for our testbed’s nodes. In fact, in this set of experiments we
are able to measure the real time power consumption of a small experimental testbed
that consists of nodes with on/off capabilities. The power consumption is measured
using a power meter and realistic results are presented based on the existing equipment.
Similarly to the previous section, the EAAC mechanism decides whether a flow could
be admitted into the network without significantly increasing to the energy consumed.
If the flow is projected to be energy demanding, it is sent to a waiting queue and
delayed until either the network conditions have changed or a maximum waiting time
has expired. Instead of setting a value ∆ for the admission threshold, here the decision
is based on whether all nodes of the required path are ON or not. In addition to the
mechanism presented in the previous section, in this case the EAAC is also responsible
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for monitoring the state of the nodes (whether they are on or off) and sending out
decisions to wake nodes up. Moreover, an independent auto-hibernation mechanism
has been implemented which decides to turn off a node if it has been inactive for a long
enough period.
Admission control mechanism description
When a new request arrives, the EAAC calculates the shortest path and checks whether
this path is available. If at this instant of time all nodes on this path are ON, the flow is
admitted. In case one or more nodes on the path are OFF, the flow is sent to a waiting
queue. Flows in the waiting queue are periodically re-evaluated for admission, in case
the network state has changed. The user can predefine a maximum waiting time that
it is willing to wait. When this time expires, the EAAC sends out wake-requests to
the nodes on the corresponding shortest path and admits the flow once the full path is
established. To summarize, the EAAC mechanism uses the following steps (also shown
in the flow diagram of Figure 6.14):
1. A new user i informs the EAAC about its source si and destination di. It also
sets a maximum time limit wi that the user is willing to wait until it is admitted
into the network.
2. The EAAC calculates the minimum hop path pii from si to di and collects the
information about the current state of these nodes (whether they are currently on
or off).
3. If all of the nodes on the shortest path are on, the flow is admitted into the
network, else the flow is sent to a waiting queue.
4. If the waiting time of a flow in the waiting queue wi expires, the EAAC turns on
the nodes on the path that are off. Once they are on, the flow is admitted.
5. If the request queue is empty, the requests in the waiting queue are re-evaluated
for admittance.
Note that this mechanism not only allows to monitor the state of the network, in order
to avoid admitting flows when no path is available, but also tries to consolidate traffic
admissions to improve efficiency when nodes are on. Also note, that the maximum
waiting time of the users should take into consideration the additional time it would
take from the time the EAAC sends out wake-requests until the path is fully established,
which is denoted by Ton. Thus, for this mechanism to work, all users should be willing
to wait for at least this time Ton.
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Figure 6.14: The flow diagram of the admission control mechanism
Auto-hibernation / waking-up mechanisms
In parallel to the EAAC mechanism, an auto-hibernation (AH) mechanism is running
on all nodes. The AH mechanism is responsible to turn off the machines and its decision
is based on whether the node has been inactive for a long enough period of time. A
node is considered inactive when it is not processing any traffic and this inactivity state
is being monitored by a built-in function of the node. Note that the length of the
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inactivity period after which the AH mechanism should decide to turn off a node will
be examined in the experiments.
As for the ’waking up’ mechanism; when the waiting time of a user request expires, the
admission control mechanism sends ’wake on lan’ packets to the nodes of the required
path that are currently OFF. A ’stay alive’ flag is set on nodes that are already ON, to
prevent the auto-hibernation mechanism from turning them off, while trying to turn on
the rest of nodes on the path.
Energy cost from switching off nodes
Firstly, the behavior of our PC-based routers during their shutdown and wake up times
is examined. Figure 6.15 shows the power consumption of one of our testbed’s nodes.
It is initially turned off and then it receives a “wake on lan” packet (10th second).
The “turning on” process lasts from the 10th second to approximately the 40th second.
The node is asked to turn off again at the 67th second and its finally off around the
80th second. Significant spikes in power consumption can be observed when turning
on and off which result in a large energy waste, since the nodes are not processing any
traffic during this time. So, when deciding to turn off a machine one has to take into
consideration the additional energy spent for turning off and on and whether this is
smaller than the savings during the time for which the node is off. For example, for
the node examined in Figure 6.15, it can be calculated that the total energy waste of
turning off and on is approximately 600 Joules. Since the power consumed when the
node is on is approximately 60 Watts more than when it is off, the node should be
turned off for more than 10 seconds in order to obtain positive energy savings.
Also, it is evident that the time needed to wake up or turn off a node in our PC-
based routers is quite long (an average of approximately 30 seconds for booting and 10
seconds for shutting down is measured). Although the sleep mode might be preferable
to turning the system completely off, in terms of waiting time, the sleep mode was not
available in the machines used in our experiments.
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Figure 6.15: Power consumption measurements for turning on and off a node. The node
is initially OFF and receives a wake-request on t=10sec. A sharp increase
is observed in power consumption until the node is fully operational, on
time t=40sec. On t=67sec it is turned off remotely and is finally OFF on
t=80.
Existing networking equipment do not possess any sleep or turn off capability. How-
ever, current and future research targets to introduce sleep modes in routers or indi-
vidual router components. Once this is enabled the required time to turn off and back
on should be significantly smaller than in our laboratory equipment. However, there
would still be the need for a control mechanism capable to ensure that nodes are on
and fully operational when needed and that the user enters the network only when a
path is established. Moreover, users could have a maximum acceptable waiting time up
to which they are willing to wait before using the network, depending on their needs
and preferences. This acceptable waiting time could be exploited to further increase the
energy savings.
6.4.1 Experiments
Configuration of the experiments
In order to evaluate our mechanisms experiments are conducted on the real testbed lo-
cated at Imperial College London. The testbed consists of 12 PC-based routers as shown
in Figure 6.1. Green nodes can be turned off/on and their power consumption is being
measured using Watts up?.Net power meter [3]. Grey nodes are sources/destinations
and are always on. In the experiments, 5 users corresponding to 5 Source-Destination
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Figure 6.16: Experimental topology. Green nodes can be turned off/on remotely and
their power consumption is being measured using a power meter. Grey
nodes are sources/destinations and are always ON.
(S-D) pairs are independently making requests to send traffic into the network at ran-
dom intervals. More specifically, the pairs (106,109), (103,211), (109,106) and (106,103)
generate traffic every 150-200 seconds, for 700 seconds, with randomly distributed band-
width request of 200-500Kbps. Note that these source-destination pairs are selected to
cover the whole network and not leave any nodes unused. For the EAAC case it is
assumed that all users are willing to wait for Ton, which is the time it takes to turn on a
node, in case nodes on the required path are OFF on the time of the user’s arrival. The
experiment ran for 1000 seconds comparing the EAAC with the no admission control
case where the users are not willing to wait and thus all nodes are constantly ON, ready
to carry traffic.
The total power consumption over time for both cases is shown in Figure 6.17. As
expected, the power consumption of the no admission control case where all nodes are
ON, is almost constant. On the other hand, when using the EAAC large savings from
turning off the nodes are observed, though there are also sharp spikes from the extra
power needed to turn on nodes. The average value (measured until the 700 second for
fairness) indicates a saving of 80 Watts which corresponds to 13% of savings on total
power consumption.
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Figure 6.17: Power consumption results for EAAC (green line) and no EAAC case (blue
line). For the no EAAC case the power is almost constant as no nodes are
turned off. For the no EAAC case the power consumption fluctuates. Sharp
falls due to unused machines turning off and also significant rises due to
the power needed to turn machines back on are observed. Approximately
13% savings are measured on average (dotted line).
This energy saving comes at the cost of delaying some users before entering the
network. The resulted average waiting time for the EAAC in this experiment is 22
seconds. Note that for the PC based routers used in our testbed the time needed to
turn a node on was about 30 seconds.
Impact of the voluntary waiting time
In the experiments of section 6.4.1 the time that each user is willing to wait for admission
in the network equals the time that it takes for a node to be turned on Ton, which in
this case is approximately 30 seconds. In this section, the impact that longer voluntary
waiting times of the users could have on energy saving is displayed. Therefore the case
where the voluntary waiting time is just Ton sec is compared to a larger waiting time
comprising of the Ton plus a random value distributed between 20-40 sec. These cases
are compared to the case of zero voluntary waiting time, which is the case of no EAAC
mechanism, as all nodes should be constantly ON, ready to carry traffic at any time.
In Figure 6.18 it can be observed that indeed longer voluntary waiting time could
lead to larger energy savings. More specifically, 13% power savings for W = Ton and
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20% for W = Ton + [20− 40] are measured respectively.
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Figure 6.18: Relative power consumption results for different values of the voluntary
waiting time W . When W = 0 (no EAAC), all nodes should be constantly
ON, ready to receive traffic. For W = Ton, 13% average power savings are
observed, while for W = Ton + [20− 40] the savings are 20% respectively.
Figure 6.19 shows the resulted average admission delays for all cases. The blue
columns correspond to the overall average admission delay, including flows that were
immediately admitted, while the red columns correspond to the average admission de-
lay of the delayed flows. For the no EAAC case, the admission delay times are zero.
As expected, as the voluntary waiting time W increases, the resulted average delay is
increased. What is interesting to observe, is that for W = Ton + [20 − 40] the overall
average delay (all flows) is not much larger than the case of W = Ton. This can be
explained looking at Figure 6.20 which shows the percentage of total flows that were
actually delayed by the EAAC, i.e. the percentage of total flows which were put to the
waiting queue before admission. It is observed that for W = Ton + [20 − 40] less flows
than in the case W = Ton were put to the waiting queue by the EAAC, even though
those put in the waiting queue were delayed for more time.
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Figure 6.19: Average admission waiting time of flows, for different values of the volun-
tary waiting time. Blue columns correspond to the overall average admis-
sion delay, while red columns correspond to the average admission delay
of the delayed flows. Interestingly, the overall average delay for the case
W = Ton + [20− 40] is not much greater than the case W = Ton as is the
average delay of the delayed flows.
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Figure 6.20: Percentage of total flows that were put to the waiting queue by the EAAC
in each case of the voluntary waiting time W . What is interesting to
observe, is that in case W = Ton+ [20−40] the percentage of delayed flows
is smaller than in case W = Ton.
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Impact of the auto-hibernation time
In the experiments of the previous sections, the auto-hibernating mechanism decided
to turn a machine off if it was inactive for 50 seconds. In this section, the impact that
this auto-hibernation time h has on the achievable energy saving is investigated.
In Figure 6.21, the average power consumption when the auto-hibernation time is
relatively short (h = 20secs) is compared to a longer auto-hibernation period (h =
50secs) and to the case without EAAC, for both cases of voluntary waiting time W
examined in the previous section (W = Ton and W = T1 = Ton + [20− 40]). It can be
observed that for smaller auto-hibernation time h = 20, greater savings are possible.
The best case is achieved for small auto-hibernation time and large voluntary waiting
time, which corresponds to 27%.
In Figure 6.22, the average times the users had to wait in all these cases are compared.
Even if short auto-hibernation time is preferable for energy savings, it induces longer
average waiting times, as in most of the cases new users have to wait due to one or more
nodes on their required path being OFF at the time of their arrival. Taking a closer
look at the percentage of delayed flows in Figure 6.23, it can be observed that, indeed,
for the smaller auto-hibernation time more than 90% of the users had to wait, while
for h = 50 this percentage was 50-65%. The average waiting time of the delayed flows
seems to only depend on their voluntary waiting times W .
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Figure 6.21: Power consumption results for different values of the voluntary waiting time
W and auto-hibernation time h. As expected, the shorter h value results in
larger savings as the nodes remain unused for shorter period before being
turned off. Best case is for h = 20 and W = T1 (27% average power
savings).
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Figure 6.22: Average admission waiting time of flows for different values of the voluntary
waiting time W and auto-hibernation time h. The average delay of the
delayed flows (red columns) is only dependent on the value W , while the
overall average delay (blue columns) is significantly increased for small
auto-hibernation h.
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Figure 6.23: Percentage of delayed flows for different values of the voluntary waiting time
W and auto-hibernation time h. For short auto-hibernation time h = 20
more than 90% of the users are delayed as one or more nodes on their
required path are OFF at the time of their arrival. The larger voluntary
waiting time W = T1 results in a smaller percentage of flows being delayed,
compared to W = Ton, for the same h value.
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On the other hand, the overall average delay as well as the percentage of flows that
are delayed are significantly increased for small auto-hibernation h. In both cases of
h = 20 and h = 50, the larger voluntary waiting time W = T1 results in a smaller
percentage of flows being delayed and larger energy savings, compared to W = Ton for
the same h value. Thus, it can be remarked that longer voluntary waiting times give
better flexibility to the EAAC mechanism and result in better efficiency.
Frequency of turning the machines on/off
Another parameter that should be taken into account is the frequency in which nodes
are being turned off and back on. In the course of our experiments, it has become clear
that the number of times the nodes are turned off affects proportionally the probability
of failure of the nodes as well as the probability of concurrent decisions for admittance
and auto-hibernations and thus packet losses. In Figure 6.24 the total number of node
turn offs during each experiment are presented. It can be observed that shorter auto-
hibernation time results in significantly larger number of turn offs. Moreover, larger W
value allows the EAAC to keep nodes turned off for longer period, thus results in fewer
turn offs for the same h value.
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Figure 6.24: Total number of times that nodes have been turned off and back on during
each experiment, for different values of the voluntary waiting time W and
auto-hibernation time h. Smaller h value results in significantly more total
turnoffs. Also, larger W value allows the EAAC to keep nodes turned off
for longer period, thus results in fewer turnoffs for the same h value.
One very important thing to observe from Figure 6.24, is that the total number of
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turn offs is not related to the average power consumption measured over time. Thus,
a static solution that would try to turn off as many nodes as possible wouldn’t be the
most energy efficient. In fact, it could also lead to greater energy consumption, if nodes
stay turned off for very short time. Another important observation is that even if short
auto-hibernation time results in much larger energy savings, it increases not only the
admission delay but also the total number of turn offs. In this case, one has to also
take into consideration the increase in number of turn offs which can provoke a larger
probability of failures.
6.5 Discussion of the results
In this chapter, a novel Energy Aware Admission Control (EAAC) mechanism has been
proposed and evaluated. The EAAC aims to reduce energy consumption of a network by
delaying the admission of users which would result in an increase in power consumption
and trades off admission delay for energy efficiency.
In the first part (Scenario 1), the case of a power profile that adapts to the load
and has a nonlinear behavior has been examined. In this case, the EAAC mechanism
can delay the users that would result in a large increase of power consumption in the
network, and admit them at a later time when their effect on the power consumption
of the network will be smaller than a fixed threshold ∆. Experimental results show the
efficiency of the proposed mechanism, at the cost of increased admission delays, while
the critical parameters are the selection of the threshold value ∆ and the maximum
waiting times W that the users are willing to wait.
In the second part (Scenario 2), the EAAC is evaluated in a testbed with on/off
capabilities. In this version the decision is taken based on whether all nodes on the
path are ON or not. There is extended literature in energy aware routing for turning off
nodes, though one has to deal with the practical problems of such a mechanism, such
as the required time to turn a node on, which is quite significant. In addition, turning
a machine on comes with an instantaneous additional increase in power consumption
which could possibly even out the savings of turning it off. Additionally, a control
mechanism should be able to monitor the traffic of the node and decide whether the
node is not needed after it has been idle for some time. Our experiments present some
realistic results, based on our testbed capabilities, where all the above mentioned points
are taken into consideration. More specifically, the EAAC mechanism is able to send
wake-requests when a node is needed to route traffic. Moreover, an auto-hibernation
mechanism has been implemented which turns off unused machines after a hibernation
time h. All users should be willing to wait for W = Ton, where Ton is the time it
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needs for a network node to turn on and become operational. It is evident that, in
order to implement on/off mechanisms in a real network, the time it takes to turn on a
network device should be significantly reduced. Nevertheless, our experiments show that
the proposed EAAC is able to monitor and manage a network with on/off capabilities
and result in significant power savings, at the cost of delaying users before admissions.
Investigations on the voluntary waiting time W and the auto-hibernation time h have
also been performed and show the significance of these parameters. This work reveals
the potential of an Energy Aware Admission Control mechanism which can offer large
room for energy savings and network management.
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7 Conclusion
7.1 Summary of thesis contributions
Traditionally, computer networks are designed and operated in a way that optimizes
the quality of the provided service (QoS) in terms of delay, packet loss, jitter etc. How-
ever, the increasing need for efficiency in power consumption, for both environmental
and financial reasons, is pushing research interest towards the energy optimization of
networks. Network devices are always fully provisioned to satisfy the maximum demand
and guarantee good performance at peak traffic times. Consequently, such devices are
underutilized, or even idle, for large periods of time. Despite being underutilized, net-
work devices continue consuming large amounts of energy. Thus, there is an intuitive
trade-off between QoS guarantees and energy efficiency. The research question that is
identified and addressed in this work, is to examine and propose techniques in order to
intervene in a given wired network with certain installed routers and links and make it
energy efficient while also respecting the QoS needs of the carried traffic.
As a first and very important step, a model of the network is built which is a special
case of G-Networks with triggered customer movement. This model allows us to have a
clear view of the parameters that affect the power consumption and the quality of service
provided. G-Networks are queuing networks with additional control capabilities (e.g.
negative customers, resets, triggers) and have the very important properties of product
form solution and unique solution. These control capabilities make these networks
important in modeling.
Our presented model has some very important features. Firstly, it represents distinct
traffic flows of each customer in the network. This representation, allows us to examine
the network at a per-flow level. Moreover, the most important QoS parameters regarding
the delay at the routers and links can be represented. Based on the measurements and
background knowledge, a power consumption model which can be adjusted to different
kinds of devices is built and integrated in the model. What is also very important is
that links are also treated as nodes, which grants an added level of flexibility to the
model. Finally, we introduce control traffic which can be seen either as physical flows
of signaling information that travel throughout the network to reach routers that are
not accessible, or as a virtual representation of the rerouting decisions at nodes.
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Next, a gradient descent algorithm is presented which operates in O(N3) time com-
plexity and propose a composite power and QoS cost function. Both the presented
thorough network routing control analysis and the optimization algorithm can be ad-
justed to the characteristics of a network and be used to build control mechanisms for
energy efficient routing, taking into consideration the QoS and the cost of changing
routing decisions. Although with current power consumption characteristics of devices
the savings of applying just routing control might appear small, as more power efficient
devices will be deployed in the networks and the behavior of the nodes will be diverse,
it is believed that this analysis will be even more important.
In the next chapter, the optimization for different cases of power consumption char-
acteristics of the network is evaluated. Since, the complexity of the presented algorithm
is high for online calculation we build a gradient descent based heuristic and compare
the results. We also explore the case of decentralized decisions, where each source has
partial information for a subnetwork and searches for the best routing within this sub-
network. Finally, we demonstrate how the optimization results can vary depending on
the weights of the cost function.
Moreover, the harsher energy saving solution of turning off devices are experimentally
evaluated. We first explore the potential savings and tradeoff in delay and packet loss
in a real case scenario where nodes are turned on and off and their power consumption
is being measured online, along with the delay and packet loss measurements of the
flows. This study comes up with tradeoff-curves showing operational states depending
on power consumption and delay. This could be useful to showcase an estimation of
potential savings and losses for certain network operation requirements.
In the last chapter, a novel energy aware admission control mechanism is proposed.
Based on the idea of admission control which was originally introduced to guarantee
the QoS levels required, a mechanism is presented and built, which tries to keep the
network at the lowest possible level of power consumption, by delaying the admission of
flows in it. While it is shown to result in large admission delays, it is expected that it
could be an efficient mechanism for future devices, that could change operational states
(on-off or between a set of possible rates) faster.
7.2 Future work
The research area of energy efficiency in communication networks is very wide and has
only recently drawn attention, though the research interest is growing at a very rapid
rates. The research presented in this thesis can be extended in several directions. In
this section we discuss open issues and provide possible directions for future work.
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In Chapter 3, we have presented a thorough network routing control analysis and a
gradient descent optimization algorithm which can be adjusted to the characteristics
of a network. It can be used to evaluate the performance of other techniques and
control mechanisms for energy efficiency, taking into consideration the QoS and the
cost of changing routing decisions. As further work, the optimization algorithm could
be extended to also control service rates of the network nodes along with the routing
decisions. Thus, the optimization would be responsible to change not only routing
of the network traffic but also the rate at which packets are processed in the routers
as well as the speed of the line cards. This option will be enabled in reality in case
instantly changing adaptive rates and stand-by modes are introduced in network nodes
in the future. The slower processing rates will have an effect on packet queuing delay
in the node and the proposed combined optimization goal, comprising both of power
consumption and delay, will be again essential to tune the relative importance of the
two quantities.
In Chapter 4 we have presented case studies depending on different network power
consumption characteristics to estimate potential savings via energy efficient routing
and evaluate the proposed optimization algorithm. This algorithm can be applied in
real network cases where details of power consumption characteristics would be available
and include the effect of control, once this is measured. Moreover, the one-step heuristic
and the decentralized algorithm proposed can be applied in real time with a realistic
evolving traffic matrix. The rate at which decisions should be made has to be examined,
depending on the cost of control and the rate at which changes are justified.
In Chapter 5, we demonstrate the tradeoff on network performance of turning off
devices with current characteristics. Further efforts in the direction of introducing
fast turn off of devices and fast wake up signaling will enable the efficient usage of
these mechanisms. The presented tradeoff curves will be useful to decide the required
operating state of a network as a total and facilitate pricing techniques according to
users requirements and network operator energy costs. These curves can provide the
basis for future mathematical models of the behavior of such a system, that could give
an estimation on the tradeoff in QoS when a specific decisions on turning off of devices
are taken. Moreover, they can be used in conjunction with pricing techniques depending
on QoS demands and the cost of power needed for these constraints to be guaranteed.
Finally, the energy aware admission control mechanism described in Chapter 6, is
responsible to monitor the network and delay the users until the required network re-
sources become available. Moreover, it attempts to tradeoff admission delay for energy
efficiency in a way acceptable to users. The presented results are limited to the labo-
ratory testbed’s capabilities and would become more important in future devices with
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stand-by modes and rate adaptation. In such a general scenario, the admission control
and routing control could be combined to offer the best results in each case of network
hardware capabilities and QoS demands.
To conclude, as current trends and new technologies forecast a substantial growth on
the usage of the networks and its significance in various aspects of our everyday life, the
problem of energy efficient networks is a strong challenge for the research community.
This work, consists a throughout analysis of the energy efficiency in communication net-
works. Since the problem has been modelled and well understood, the goal for future
research should be on applying this knowledge and creating an energy efficient network,
without compromising the QoS. Firstly, the power profiles of existing networking de-
vices should be measured in agreement with internet service providers and data center
operators. Then, using the described methods, the aim should be on the development of
plug-ins in the network that would allow the dynamic management of network traffic in
the most energy efficient way, while also respecting the QoS demands of the users. These
online mechanisms should be able to i) observe traffic flows in the network, monitor the
status of the nodes and the networks power consumption, ii) select the network routing
configuration that offers lower power consumption, with an acceptable level of QoS to
ongoing and predicted flows, and iii) manage and sequence dynamic changes in links
and nodes, and reroute traffic, to achieve reduced power consumption at acceptable QoS
levels.
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